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Samenvatting

De meest gebruikelijke manier om tekst in te voeren in een elektronisch apparaat is met een QWERTY
toetsenbord. Aan deze methode kleven echter enkele nadelen. Toetsenborden zijn lijvig en daardoor
niet geschikt voor mobiele toepassingen. Daarnaast zijn toetsenborden erg inefficiënt vanuit een
informatie-theoretisch oogpunt: het aantal toetsaanslagen nodig om een tekst in te voeren is veel
hoger dan strikt noodzakelijk. Deze inefficiëntie wordt vooral veroorzaakt door het feit dat het apparaat
geen enkele kennis van taal heeft. Het is bekend dat natuurlijke taal veel redundantie bevat. Dit feit
kan door een intelligente invoermethode gebruikt worden om de benodigde hoeveelheid informatie die
de gebruiker aan het apparaat moet geven om zijn bedoelde invoer kenbaar te maken drastisch te
verlagen.

Dasher is een veel efficiëntere manier om tekst in te voeren. Dasher kan bestuurd worden met
een aanwijsinstrument zoals een computermuis, in plaats van met een aantal toetsen. Hierdoor is
Dasher geschikt voor tekstinvoer op mobiele apparaten en door gehandicapten. Bovendien maakt
Dasher gebruikt van een taalmodel. Dit taalmodel geeft Dasher a priori kennis over de natuurlijke taal,
waardoor tekst aanzienlijk sneller ingevoerd kan worden. Het taalmodel berekent voor elk symbool
van het alfabet de kans dat juist dat symbool als volgende ingevoerd zal worden door de gebruiker,
op basis van de vorige ingevoerde symbolen. Dit heeft een grote gelijkenis met compressie methoden
die bestaan uit een probabilistisch model en een arithmetische encoder en decoder. Het taalmodel dat
momenteel in Dasher gebruikt wordt is inderdaad gebaseerd op een compressie methode, namelijk op
PPM-D.

Wanneer discrete toetsen gebruikt worden om het volgende symbool in Dasher aan te wijzen is de invo-
ersnelheid in symbolen recht evenredig met de compressie resultaten van het gebruikte taalmodel. We
nemen aan dat deze relatie tussen compressie en invoersnelheid ook geldt als een aanwijsinstrument
dat continue bewegingen kan registreren wordt gebruikt. Daarom willen we een taalmodel in Dasher
maken gebaseerd op een algoritme dat betere compressie behaalt dan PPM-D. Het Context-Tree
Weighting (CTW) algoritme is een universeel compressie algoritme dat de symboolkansen berekent
door alle mogelijke boommodellen met een maximale diepte D tegelijk te wegen op een efficiënte
manier. Met een CTW implementatie zijn zeer goede compressie resultaten behaald. Echter, deze
implementatie is deels gepatenteerd. In dit verslag wordt een nieuwe implementatie van het CTW
algoritme beschreven. Deze implementatie bestaat uit uitsluitend integer berekeningen. In plaats van
de gepatenteerde techniek, het opslaan van de verhouding van twee blokkansen in elke knoop van de
boom, worden geschaalde versies van beide blokkansen opgeslagen.Daarnaast is de structuur van de
decompositieboom in de nieuwe implementatie aangepast, wat het mogelijk maakt om een minimale
symboolkans te garanderen en om eventueel kansen onder een bepaalde drempel niet expliciet te
berekenen. De compressie resultaten (en dus de tekst-invoersnelheid) van het taalmodel gebaseerd
op deze implementatie, zijn ruim zes procent beter dan die van het op PPM-D gebaseerde taalmodel.
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Een van de eigenschappen van het Context-Tree Weighting algoritme is dat het relatief eenvoudig
analyseerbaar is. De redundantie aanwezig in de gecodeerde uitvoer van het Context-Tree Weighting
algoritme is op te splitsen in drie termen. In dit verslag wordt een methode onderzocht om een van
deze termen te verkleinen, namelijk de model redundantie. De model redundantie is te beïnvloeden
met een weegfactor α. Deze weegfactor wordt in elke knoop van de context boom gebruikt. Echter om
de adaptiviteit van het algoritme te waarborgen wordt α per nivo van de boom aangepast. Dit heeft
tevens als voordeel dat het aantal aangepaste αs beperkt is, zodat de aangepaste αs meegestuurd
kunnen worden aan een decoder zonder al te veel overhead. Verschillende manieren om de optimale
weegfactor per nivo te vinden zijn onderzocht. Helaas blijkt het aanpassen van de weegfactor α per
nivo van de contextboom niet geschikt om de model redundantie te verkleinen, en zo de compressie
en dus de tekst-invoersnelheid verder te verhogen.



Abstract

The most common way to input text into an electronic device such as a computer is by using a QWERTY
keyboard. However, this method has several disadvantages. Keyboards are bulky, which makes them
unsuited for mobile devices, and highly inefficient from an information theoretic point of view: the
amount of key presses needed to input a piece of text into the device is much higher than necessary.
The main reason for this inefficiency is that the device itself does not have any knowledge about
language. It is known that natural language is highly redundant. By exploiting this redundancy, a smart
input method can greatly reduce the amount of information the user needs to give the device to convey
his intended input.

Dasher is a much more efficient text input method. It can be operated with a pointing device rather than
a number of keys, making it much more suitable for mobile devices and handicapped users that can not
operate a standard keyboard. Moreover, Dasher uses a language model which gives the input method
a priori knowledge about language. Using this knowledge allows the user to input text considerably
faster. The language model calculates the probability for each alphabet symbol that that symbol will be
input next by the user, based on the previous input. This is very similar to compression methods that
use a probabilistic model and an arithmetic encoder and decoder. The language model currently used
in Dasher is based on PPM-D, which is such a compression method.

When discrete buttons are used to select the next character to input into Dasher the input speed is
directly proportional to the compression performance of the used language model. When Dasher
is operated using a continuous input method such as a computer mouse it is assumed the relation
between compression and input speed is the same. Therefore, we aim to develop a Dasher language
model based on a compression algorithm that achieves a better compression performance than PPM-
D. The Context-Tree Weighting (CTW) algorithm is a universal compression algorithm that weights the
probabilities estimated by all possible tree models up to a maximum depth D together in an efficient
way. With a CTW implementation very good compression results have been achieved. However, a part
of this implementation has been patented. A novel implementation that uses only integer arithmetic
is described in this thesis. Instead of using the patented technique of storing the ratio of two block
probabilities in each node, scaled versions of both block probabilities are stored. Additionally, the
structure of the decomposition tree has been improved. This makes it very easy to guarantee a
minimum symbol probability, and optionally to skip explicitly calculating probabilities smaller than a
variable threshold. The compression performance (and thus the resulting text input speed) of the
language model based on this implementation of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm is more than
six percent better than that of the PPM-based language model.

One of the characteristics of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm is that it is simple to analyze, and
that the redundancy of the algorithm can be attributed to three individual terms. To further improve
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the compression performance of the algorithm a method to decrease one of these terms, the model
redundancy, is described in this thesis. The model redundancy can be influenced with a weight factor
α. This weight factor is used in every node of the context tree. However, to retain the adaptivity of the
algorithm, α is varied for each depth of the tree rather than for each individual node. A pleasant side
effect is that the number of αs that is varied is limited, so these αs can be transmitted to a decoder
without adding much overhead. Several methods to find the optimal weight factor for each depth have
been researched. Unfortunately varying the weight factor α per depth of the context tree does not
significantly decrease the model redundancy.
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Chapter 1

Text Input

There’s nothing remarkable about it. All one has to do is hit the right keys at the
right time and the instrument plays itself.

German composer and organist J. S. Bach (1685-1750)

1.1 Introduction

With the information-technology revolution, that started about fifteen years ago and is still ongoing,
the way people generate text shifted from handwriting to electronic input. Currently the vast majority
of text, whether it be a report, a short message to a friend, or an instruction to make a machine
perform a certain task, is written using electronic devices, ranging from computers to mobile phones.
The advantages of electronic texts over text handwritten on paper are ease of altering and searching
through the texts, and the ability to reproduce and transport them without loss of quality.

The way text is input into the electronic device differs, depending on the device and the application.
Most often a keyboard is used, especially for longer pieces of text. The standard keyboard still uses the
QWERTY layout. This is a remnant of the first typewriters, devised by C.L. Sholes to make text input as
awkwardly as possible: because the hammers of the typewriter would get tangled if two closely placed
keys were pressed in rapid succession, the most common keys were placed far apart. The name
QWERTY refers to the order of the symbols on the top row of keys. Of course tangled hammers are no
concern for current day electronic devices, but because the vast majority of people is very accustomed
to this layout, it continues to be dominant. Other keyboard layouts have been proposed, based on
research to find out which key combinations are typed most often, to minimize both the total distance
the fingers have to travel and the use of less agile fingers like the little finger. The most successful of
these is the Dvorak layout (Dvorak et al. [1936]; Cassingham [1986]), but still this alternative is only
marginally used.

Another drawback of the conventional keyboard is the size, mainly due to the large number of accessi-
ble keys. This problem is tackled by mapping several characters to the same key, leading to a smaller
number of keys and thus a smaller sized keyboard. A typical application is the very popular text-
messaging using a cellphone’s Short-Message Service (SMS). On older phones, each numeric key
would have three or four characters assigned to it, in alphabetical order. To type the second character
the key would need to be pressed twice. This is called multi-tap. More recently, most cellphone makers
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Chapter 1: Text Input

switched to the T9 input mechanism: the user only presses the key for each intended character once,
and by using a dictionary the phone is able to disambiguate between the several possible character
combinations and pick the most plausible one. In this chapter we will see how this is possible.
Other methods of text-entry are speech recognition using a microphone, and handwriting recognition
using a touchscreen and a pointing device, usually called a ’stylus’. A thorough overview of text input
devices and techniques, with indicative figures on entry speed and required training time can be found
in chapter two of Ward [2001].

1.2 Disadvantages of current input methods

As discussed, the most common way to input text is using a QWERTY keyboard. Two obvious
disadvantages of this method are that there are a lot of keys (as compared with a mobile phone for
instance), and that the keys are awkwardly placed. However, the biggest disadvantage of the QWERTY
keyboard, and of the other mentioned methods, is the inefficiency. To be able to assess how efficient
an input method is, a metric is needed. Since inputting text deals with conveying information (from the
user to the device in this case), a good metric is the entropy of the input sequence.

1.2.1 Entropy of natural language

As the example of the T9 input method shows, not all keystrokes used by the multi-tap method are
necessary. This is because in natural languages like English and Dutch most character combinations
are highly unlikely, or even completely meaningless. By using a priori knowledge about the language,
fewer keystrokes are needed to input the same amount of information. To find out how much information
actually needs to be entered to produce the intended message, much research has been done to
establish the entropy of a natural language. A natural language is defined as follows:

Definition 1. A human language whose rules have evolved from current usage, as opposed to an
artificial language whose rules are prescribed prior to its construction and use, as in the case of a
computer language.

Entropy is a measure of information density, and can be calculated using (1.1):

H(X ) = ∑
x∈Ax

−P(x) logP(x), (1.1)

where P(x) is the probability of x , and Ax is the complete alphabet. If all N characters in an alphabet
are equally likely, the entropy is maximal (1.2)

N ×−
1

N
× log(

1

N
) ≡ log(N). (1.2)

Most languages have alphabets of twenty eight characters, counting one symbol for space, one symbol
for interpunction and ignoring upper- and lowercase. The maximal entropy of such a language would
thus be log(28) ≈ 4.8 bits per character (bpc)1.
Of course, in natural language not all characters are equiprobable. Indeed, experiments have shown
that the actual entropy of a natural language is much lower, the majority of the experiments dealing with
English. The first one to try to measure this entropy was Claude Shannon (Shannon [1951]). More
recent results and a good overview of published work on the subject, both theoretical and practical, are

1Throughout this report we mean log2 with log, to get a result in bits.
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Alternative method: Dasher

reported by Thomas Cover and Roger King (Cover and King [1978]). The experimental results differ
depending on how the entropy is measured, but the consensus is that the entropy of English is around
1.1 bits per character. It is impossible to give an exact figure for the entropy of ’English text’, since this
is a very broad term, and the entropy of a piece of text depends also on the source (the writer) and the
context.
Similar experiments on a smaller scale indicate the entropy of German text to be slightly lower, and
of Spanish text to be slightly higher than the entropy of English (G. Barnard [1955]). Arabic texts
show an entropy similar to that of English (Wanas et al. [1976]), while the entropy of Indian and Tamil
languages seems to be higher, 2.5 bpc for Tamil (Siromoney [1963]). For languages with a lot of
different characters, like Chinese or Japanese, estimating the entropy is a bit harder. However using a
different technique, researchers came to an estimate of 3.7 bpc for Japanese, and 5.6 bpc for Chinese
(Ren et al. [2003]). So even though we will focus on English in this report, most other natural languages
show similar characteristics.
The experimental results show that the entropy of English is on average about 1.1 bits per character.
This means that to type an English text we would only have to input 1.1 bit of information per character,
if our input device would have the same knowledge of English as the test subjects. In all experiments,
the test subjects were native speakers of the language of which the entropy was being measured.
How much information do we convey when typing English text with a QWERTY-keyboard? A normal
keyboard has about 80 keys that are used to input text, so the information capacity of a keyboard is
log(80) ≈ 6.3 bits per gesture. Obviously we tell the device much more than necessary! There are two
causes for this inefficiency:

1. The device does not know anything about language, so it can not exploit the redundancy of
English (or any other natural language).

2. The keys are discrete: a user can only select one key at a time, and fully press it, or not press it at
all. Most humans can make very precise gestures, so continuous gestures in a two-dimensional
plane can convey much more information than a series of simple on/off selections.

Other means of text input, like T9 or touch-screen solutions, only solve one of the shortcomings of the
conventional keyboard.

1.3 Alternative method: Dasher

Of course, we want to input our text with as little effort as possible. Therefore we look for a solution
that tackles both problems (lack of a priori knowledge of language, and discrete input keys) at the
same time. Such a solution is Dasher. This is a piece of software that facilitates text input using any
pointing device, like a mouse or touchpad. So instead of pressing keys, continuous gestures are used.
Moreover Dasher uses a language model to model the natural language the user is writing. This way
Dasher can predict what the user is intending to write based on the previous characters. By making the
most probable characters the most easy to access, it can speed up text input considerably. Of course,
poor predictions will only slow the user down, so having a correct language model is very important.
An added benefit of making less probable characters hard to access is reduction of errors. When
inputting text on a normal keyboard, small finger-positioning errors can lead to weird mistakes that are
clearly not English, because of the way the keys are positioned. Since a properly trained language
model only knows character-combinations that have an actual meaning, making errors like typing
’teh’ instead of ’the’ is almost impossible, since it requires a lot more effort to input very improbable
sequences.
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Chapter 1: Text Input

1.4 Problem definition

The language model used to predict the characters the user is about to write bears a strong resem-
blance with a (text) compression algorithm. As will be explained in chapter 2, the better the algorithm
can compress a text, the faster a user can input text using Dasher with a language model based on
this algorithm. Currently Dasher uses a PPM-D based language model, which will be described in the
next chapter.
The Context-Tree Weighting-method is a straightforward and elegant compression algorithm with very
good performance. In chapter 3 this method will be described. An implementation of this algorithm by
P. Volf was able to outperform even the best PPM-algorithms available at that time in compression of
most text files (Volf [2002]). Currently there are some PPM implementations that perform better, but
these use several “tricks”, based on empirical results, that are not always applicable in Dasher.
Since Context-Tree Weighting has been shown to be able to outperform basic PPM algorithm such as
PPM-D and the algorithm is relatively straightforward, it could serve as a language model in Dasher,
leading to higher text input speed. This results in the following problem description for this graduation
project:

Implement a language model in Dasher based on the Context-Tree Weighting-method, to improve text
input speed as compared with the current PPM-based language model.

1.5 Report outline

The next two chapters of this graduation report contain background information about Dasher and the
Context-Tree Weighting method respectively. Because compression and prediction are similar, but not
exactly equal, existing Context-Tree Weighting implementations can not be used in Dasher. Another
reason why the best current implementation can not be used in Dasher is that it is partially patented.
Therefore a new Context-Tree Weighting implementation needs to be developed to use in Dasher. This
implementation is described in chapter 4, and a comparison of the performance of this implementation
with the currently used PPM-based model is presented in chapter 5.
To further improve the performance of the Context-Tree Weighting method we try to decrease the model
costs2. This is described in chapter 6. Finally, chapter 7 contains the conclusions about the graduation
project and a number of suggestions for future research.

2Model costs will be explained in chapter 3.
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Chapter 2

Dasher

I have made this letter longer than usual because I lack the time to make it shorter.

French philosopher and mathematician Blaise Pascal (1623-1662)

As discussed in the previous chapter most text is input using a keyboard, which is an inefficient method
in terms of entropy: much more information than necessary is input. Moreover, the lay-out of a standard
QWERTY keyboard is not the most convenient. There has to be better methods to input text.
Another reason to look for different ways to input text is space, which is becoming more and more
important due to the increased use of mobile devices like cellphones and Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs). A keyboard is bulky, and reducing the size and/or number of accessible keys only makes
text input harder (Sears et al. [1991]). Text input methods that use less space have other downsides.
Handwriting recognition is error-prone, unless a ’special’ alphabet like Unistroke or Graffiti is used,
which requires a learning period. Speech recognition is slow, not always usable in public, and tiring to
use for large bodies of text.
Finally, many disabled people have problems using a standard keyboard. Alternatives do exist, like a
one-handed version of the QWERTY-keyboard or other special types of keyboards, but those can be
awkward to use and tend to be expensive. A completely different way to input text is using an eye-
tracker, which can be used hands-free. Such a device is capable of detecting what the user is looking
at. A typical application is staring at keys of a ’soft’ keyboard projected on the screen. However this is
a tiring and slow way to input text.

2.1 A novel text entry method

A solution to all these problems exists, in the form of Dasher. Dasher is a data entry interface using
continuous gestures and a language model. The first version of this software program was presented in
1997 by the Inference group of the Cavendish laboratory, Cambridge. Development is still in progress,
and version 4 was released in 2006 (Dasher [2006]). The program is released under the GPL license
allowing for free non-commercial use, and is available for Windows, PocketPC, Ipaq, Mac OSX, Unix
and Linux platforms. Currently over sixty different languages are supported. Because it is an open
source project everyone can add functions to the program. Due to the support of numerous enthusiastic
users the list of supported languages is still growing, and interaction with other programs is being
improved.
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Chapter 2: Dasher

Entering text with Dasher is very different from using other text input methods. However, the interface
is intuitive and easy to use. Instead of having a fixed layout with a lot of accessible keys, the characters
are displayed on the edge of the Dasher-window in alphabetic order. By moving a cursor the character
to input is selected. Instead of dragging or clicking a character, you “steer” towards it. The program
zooms in on the direction you are steering, and within the box of the first letter you want to select,
the next characters appear. To speed up this process, Dasher automatically resizes the boxes of the
characters based on the context, so the characters the user is most likely to input next are the biggest
and thus the easiest and quickest to select. It sounds difficult, but new users get accustomed to it in
a matter of minutes. As a example, figure 2.1(a) to figure 2.2(b) shows how the word “Hello” is written
using Dasher.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Writing “hello” in Dasher: (a) Initially some characters stand out, words like “the” and “of” are suggested.
(b) The “h” is selected (note the top edit box), Dasher suggests “hand”, “her” and “his” among other
strings.

Not only is the interface of Dasher intuitive, it is also very flexible. Different groups of symbols have
different colors, which can be customized to the users preference. To select the characters the cursor
can be controlled with a standard mouse or a stylus for mobile use, but also by an eye-tracker or even
a breath-sensor. For disabled people unable to make precise gestures Button-Dasher is available: to
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: Writing “hello” in Dasher: (a) On the way from the “e” to the first “l” we pass the “r” (see the top input
field). (b) But by going through the “r” block to the “l” block, Dasher knows what is meant. After the
“o” Dasher is very sure you want to input a space to write “hello”. Next, “and” and other strings are
suggested.

“zoom” towards characters above or below the current cursor position two simple buttons can be used.
A different screen orientation can be selected as well. Normally the characters appear on the right, but
that can be changed to the left, e.g. for Arabic writers, or to the top or bottom, which is easier for PDA
users to prevent the right hand holding the stylus from obscuring the characters on the screen.

A disadvantage of Dasher is the need for visual attention: because the blocks for the characters are
dynamically resized based on the context, the user needs to look at the screen to see where the
intended character is placed. The advantages of Dasher as compared with other text input methods
are the flexibility, allowing disabled users to input text much faster than more expensive alternatives,
a reduction in typing errors because it “knows” what the user is trying to write, and the higher input
speed compared with most methods except for the full QWERTY-keyboard, while using much less
space. Measurements show that with Dasher up to 4.8 bits per second of information can be input
(Ward et al. [2000]).

2.2 The language model

As explained before, in Dasher all the characters are listed in alphabetical order on one side of
the screen, and the space each character occupies is proportional to the relative probability of that
character being selected next. By selecting characters the user actually selects the probability interval
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of the input string. This idea is very similar to arithmetic coding, a technique often used in lossless
data compression. In fact, originally Dasher was programmed as a tool to explain the idea of arithmetic
coding.

2.2.1 Compression

Source coding is a wide and active field of research. It deals mainly with compression, which is
assigning code words to input symbols such that the average length of the encoded input is shorter
than the original input. Lossless compression methods do this in such a way that after decoding the
encoded sequence the output is exactly equal to the input sequence. Lossless compression methods
can be divided in two groups. Firstly there is the class of dictionary methods such as the LZ algorithms
(Ziv and Lempel [1977]), in which input strings are replaced by a pointer to a previous occurence
of that input string. Secondly there is the class of statistical methods, like the Huffman algorithm
(Huffman [1952]). In such methods a probability distribution of the input symbols is maintained, and
the code word assigned to each input symbol is based on the probability of that symbol. The probability
distribution of the input symbols can be static, based on previous knowledge. An example is the Morse
code, in which rare letters are assigned a (fixed) long code, and frequently occuring letters are assigned
short codes. However, the probability distribution of the input symbols often changes over time. A well
known example is the letter “q” in English. This used to be a fairly rare character. However, with
the recent attention for Iraq currently the “q” on average occurs more often in recent English texts.
So the probability distribution of the alphabet symbols has changed, and the way the code words
are assigned should change as well. That is the reason why in many compression algorithms the
probability distribution of the input characters is dynamic, and adapts to the input itself while it is being
processed.
Summarizing, many compression schemes dynamically estimate the probability distribution of the input
symbols based on the input processed so far, and assign a code word to a (group of) input symbol(s)
based on its probability. This is often done using an arithmetic encoder.
An arithmetic encoder assigns a codeword to certain input string. Instead of a fixed code word
assignment, the code word is calculated while the input string is read, hence the name of this method.
Arithmetic coding makes use of a probabilistic model of input strings, p̂(x), which is the estimated
probability that x will be selected. By ordering all possible strings in a fixed order, this model can
be used to assign non-overlapping intervals on the real line [0,1) to each possible string. To specify
codewords, intervals on the line are expressed as strings of binary digits. Treating the strings as
binary fractions after the decimal point, .0 and .1 divide the line in half, .00, .01, .10 and .11 divide
it into quarters and so on. After n binary digits the line is divided into 2n intervals of length 2−n.
The codeword is the shortest string which is entirely enclosed by the interval defined by the input.
This process is illustrated in figure 2.3, where a fixed probability distribution for the four possible input
symbols is assumed.
It can be shown that in this way, if the prediction of the probability for each symbol by the model is
exactly correct, the length of the generated code word is at most two bits higher than the entropy of the
source, which is the theoretical limit on the compression which can be achieved (Pasco [1976]). The
difference between the actual code word length and the ideal code word length based on the entropy
of the source is called the redundancy. Since this result holds for arbitrary long input sequences,
arithmetic coding is almost optimal. Therefore this method essentially reduces the problem of data
compression to that of source modeling, feeding the arithmetic encoder with correct probabilities for
the input strings. In the case the data to be compressed is natural language, the source model is a
language model.
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Figure 2.3: An arithmetic encoder processing two input symbols.

2.2.2 Probability estimation

Dasher acts as an arithmetic decoder: the user selects an interval and Dasher finds the string corre-
sponding to that interval based on the probability distribution of the input symbols. Since the program
should work well with any language and any writing style, this probability distribution has to be calcu-
lated dynamically, based on the previous input. This is done by the language model. The language
model is told by Dasher what the user has input so far, and is then asked to give Dasher the estimates
of the probabilities for all possible input symbols. Dasher draws the boxes on the screen for each
symbol, with the size of each box proportional to the conditional probability of that specific symbol.
This is not only done for the next symbol, but also for a few likely symbols further ahead, so the user
can see an entire word already occurring.
There are a few requirements on the language model imposed by Dasher. First of all, since Dasher
needs new predictions after each symbol that has been input, the model needs to be sequential. Some
compression algorithms first read the entire input and then come up with good probability estimations,
but of course Dasher does not know beforehand what the user will write. Secondly, as said, the
model needs to be able to dynamically calculate the probability estimates. And finally, since a lot
of probabilities need to be calculated and the user should not have to wait for the predictions while
inputting text, the method needs to be fast. The best compression methods nowadays build a large
number of different models and select the best model for a group of input symbols, but this is too slow
for use in Dasher. Any algorithm that can give probability estimates for input symbols satisfying the
above three constraints can be used as a language model in Dasher. Since most of the research on
such models has been done in the context of lossless text compression, compression algorithms are
the most logical candidates to serve as a language model in Dasher.

2.2.3 Prediction by partial match

The language model currently used in Dasher is based on the Prediction by Partial Match (PPM)
compression algorithm (Cleary and Witten [1984]). It estimates the probability of the next character
based on the N previous characters. The previous N characters are called the context, and N is
said to be the order of the model. Intuitively, one would think that the higher N, the better the
prediction, because more relevant information is taken into account. However, there are two reasons
why increasing N does not always lead to more accurate predictions. First of all, a higher N leads to
a larger model, with more probabilities that need to be estimated, and thus more unknown parameters
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in the model. Secondly, there is a problem present in all statistical compression methods known as the
zero-frequency problem: How to estimate the probability of something that has never occured before?
If all possible characters have occured several times after the current context, the relative occurence
of each character can be used as an estimate of its probability. However, when some of the input
characters have never followed the current context it is harder to find a good and justifiable probability
estimate. A higher N results in much more combinations that have never occured before. This leaves
the model with less information to base its predictions on, which hurts performance. If N is too low, the
model is too general and not enough information is taken into account to make sensible predictions.
Literature states that for English an order of five to six seems to be optimal, coinciding with the average
word length in English, which is five characters. Indeed in languages with longer average word lengths,
higher order models tend to perform better.

Ideally, lower order models should also be taken into account to make the predictions. For example,
after the context kin the symbol g is likely. Words like thing and ring give the same information, that
after -in a g is likely to follow. To improve the prediction, not only the context kin should be taken
into account, the context -in should be taken into account as well. It is assumed that by taking into
account all context models up to order N the best predictions can be made. This is called full blending
of context models. The zero-frequency problem can be dealt with by introducing a model with order
−1, which assumes that all symbols equiprobable and thus gives every symbol the same probability.
This is a very crude estimate but it ensures that every symbol will be given a strictly positive probability.
Higher order models are based on an increasing number of context symbols, with a maximum of N.
Each context model of order o ∈ −1,0, · · ·N is given a weight wo. The probability estimate P(φ) for
every symbol φ in the alphabet A is a weighted sum of the probability estimations of each model for
that symbol, Po(φ):

P(φ) =
N

∑
o=−1

woPo(φ), with
N

∑
o=−1

wo = 1. (2.1)

In practice, full blending by calculating (2.1) for every φ ∈A is too computationally intensive, especially
for an application like Dasher where the probabilities need to be calculated faster than the user inputs
symbols. Therefore, the PPM compression algorithm employs approximate blending. Approximate
blending means that instead of calculating Po(φ) for all orders, the probability is only calculated for the
highest order model where co(φ) > 0. This way lower order predictions for that symbol are excluded,
which is why this technique is also known as exclusion (not to be confused with update exclusion
which will be discussed later). The process of approximate blending is illustrated in figure 2.4. Only if
a symbol has not appeared in the current context of order N, the method falls back on a model of a
lower order. Experiments show that the compression results using the approximate blending method
are only slightly inferior to those obtained with full blending, while the implementation and execution of
the approximate blending method is much easier and faster.

Because of the exclusion of symbols that are estimated by higher order models, a model of a lower
order o < N does not have to give a probability estimate for all symbols in the alphabet. This means the
total probability estimated by such a lower order model does not sum to one anymore. To avoid wasting
code space the probabilities estimated by the model should be renormalized to sum to one again, and
this should be done for the model of each order. In lazy exclusion schemes this renormalization is
skipped, which can lead to five percent decrease of prediction accuracy, while gaining prediction speed.

PPM thus calculates an estimate of the probability for each symbol using (2.1) with approximate
blending. This leaves two problems, finding the weights wo and the relative probability Po(φ) for each
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Figure 2.4: Approximate blending in PPM. If the highest order model does not have a probability estimate for a
symbol, a lower order model is used. A lower order model gives a probability estimate only for those
symbols not yet predicted by higher order models. The order −1 model assigns a fixed probability to
each symbol that could not be predicted by any of the higher order models.

order model. What weight should be given to each model? Consider the highest order model, MN . If
this model can estimate the probability of every symbol in the alphabet given the current context, the
lower order models will not be consulted, so wN should be one. If it can not give a prediction for any
symbol, wN should be zero. It is clear that the weight factor wN depends on the probability that the
model MN can give a prediction for the current symbol. If the model can not give a prediction for the
current symbol, MN−1 needs to be consulted. To signal this to the decoder, an escape symbol esc is
encoded. The probability that model MN can not give a prediction for the current symbol is PN (esc),
and the weight for this model is

wN = 1−PN (esc). (2.2)

Lower order models are only consulted if the higher order models could not give a probability estimate
of the current symbol. Therefore, the weight of a lower order model depends on its own ability to predict
the current symbol, 1−Po(esc), and on the weights of higher order models:

wo = (1−Po(esc))
N

∑
i=o+1

Pi (esc), −1 ≤ o < N. (2.3)

With these equations, the problem of finding the weights has been changed to the problem of finding
the escape probabilities. By using a single escape symbol for all possible symbols that have never
occurred in a certain context, the context model does not have to assign some code space to each
of these symbols individually. Each model divides its probability space in two, one part for its own
predictions Po, and the rest for the predictions of lower order models, symbolized with the escape
symbol. The escape symbol is treated as a special symbol, and the way its probability is calculated
differs from that of the other symbols. Over time several different methods have been tried to calculate
Po(φ) and Po(esc), based on the previous occurences of the context. Most of them are ad-hoc, it is
hard to give a theoretical justification of why one method should be better than the other. One of the
most succesful methods for text compression is PPM-D (Howard [1993]). This method keeps several
counts in each context model: The number of times a context occured, Co, and for each alphabet
symbol φ how often it occured after this context, co(φ), so

Co = ∑
φ∈A

co(φ). (2.4)
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Furthermore, it keeps a count of how often a novel (not yet seen after this context) symbol occurs, the
escape count no. The symbol probabilities and the escape probability are then calculated from these
counts using (2.5) and (2.6) respectively.

Po(φ) =

{

co(φ)− 1
2

Co−
no
2

c(φ) > 0,

0 otherwise,
(2.5)

Po(esc) =
no

2Co
. (2.6)

The calculation of Po(esc) is based on the assumption that a context that has been followed by many
novel symbols is more likely to be followed by a novel symbol again, so the escape probability should
increase if the number of novel symbols increases. When a novel symbol is encountered, both no and
the respective co are increased with 1

2 . This factor is empirically found.

Because of approximate blending a symbol that has been given a probability estimate by a higher order
model does not need to be given any probability mass at lower order models, since these lower order
models will not be used for this symbol anyway. Given such symbols any probability would be a waste
of code space. However, it is impractical to keep track of which symbols have already been assigned
a probability estimate at higher order models. So instead of not giving such symbols any probability,
their symbol count co is just not increased anymore for lower order models. Since Co will continue to
grow larger as more input symbols are processed, and co is kept constant, from (2.5) it is clear that
the probability for such symbols at order o will decrease gradually. This technique is known as update
exclusion, since only the relevant model updates its symbol count. At lower order models the symbol
is excluded from being updated.

2.2.4 Implementing a language model in Dasher

The desktop versions of Dasher use a language model based on the PPM-D algorithm with a maximum
order of five. Mobile versions use the same model, but with maximum order four to reduce the memory
required by the model, and increase the prediction speed. Of course this lowers the accuracy of the
predictions, making text input slower because the user will have to search more often for the character
he wants to input.
As explained in the previous paragraphs, the language model provides Dasher with the relative prob-
ability for each character in the alphabet that that character will be input next, given the previous input
characters. A statistical language model bases this probability on relative counts of earlier occurrences
of a context. To be able to make good predictions when the user just started Dasher, the language
model needs to be trained with a fairly large amount of text. Dasher comes with training files in many
different languages. The user can select the language in which he will input text. On start-up Dasher
loads the corresponding training text and runs it through the language model, so it has counts to base
its predictions on. Moreover, the text that the user inputs is appended to the training file so the next
time Dasher is started the language model is built using the training text and the text the user has input
with Dasher so far. In practice this results in much faster text input since the model can adapt to the
personal writing style of the user.
Of course, every now and then the user will accidentally select the wrong character. In that case he
can just back up with the cursor to “unselect” it. As shown in figure 2.2(a) sometimes the quickest way
to reach a character is through the box of another character. To avoid “garbage” in the language model,
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these accidental selections are not counted. A character is only counted in the language model when
the user zooms in so much that all the currently shown boxes are inside the box of that character.
An important difference between a compression algorithm and the language model in Dasher is that
Dasher does not actually encode or decode anything. For an arithmetic encoder it is absolutely
necessary that all the symbol probabilities are larger than zero and sum to exactly one. In Dasher
on the other hand, the probabilities do not have to be this precise, small discrepancies and rounding
errors are allowed. To ensure that every symbol is eventually drawn on the screen and thus selectable,
Dasher mixes the probabilities calculated by the language model with a uniform distribution, thereby
ensuring a minimal probability for each character. By default, five percent of the total probability interval
is uniformly divided over all the alphabet symbols.

2.2.5 Comparing language models in Dasher

As stated in paragraph 2.2.2 any algorithm that can give probability estimates for input symbols sequen-
tially and quickly and updates its probability distribution dynamically based on the input can server as
a language model in Dasher. Of course we want to use the best model available. However, it is difficult
to objectively measure the quality of a language model. The most logical thing to measure would be
input speed, but this is tedious and not always reliable because of the human factor involved.
Due to the strong resemblance between compression and language modeling, an objective measure
is available to compare different language models: the compression of a text file using the language
model. The text file does not need to be actually encoded, the only thing that is needed is the total
block probability of the input sequence as estimated by the language model. Since the worst case
redundancy added by an arithmetic encoder is known, this block probability can be converted to a
number of bits per character (bpc), which serves as a metric for compression.
The question is, what is the relation between input speed in Dasher and compression? If a language
model is able to achieve an improvement in compression of one percent over another model, will that
also lead to one percent faster text input? To investigate this, consider Button-Dasher. For every ’step’
up or down a button has to be pressed. Basically, the user types in the code word in bits, going one
step up is decoding a one, and going down is a zero. So the number of times the user has to press a
button is equal to the code word length of the sequence he wants to type. The code word length (in
bits) of a sequence encoded by an arithmetic encoder is proportional to the − log2 of the probability
of that sequence. So a one percent decrease in code word length (a one percent improvement in
compression measured in bits) will lead to a one percent increase in input speed.
In Button-Dasher the relation between compression and input speed is clear. We assume that the same
relation holds in the continuous version of Dasher, so to compare the performance of different language
models we will only look at the compression in bpc. This is done by compressing a number of text files.
For a long time, the Calgary corpus was used by the compression community as a benchmark. This
corpus contains a number of files, the most relevant for natural language compression being “book1”
and “book2”, two complete English books. The files of the corpus and information about the source is
available online (Calgary [1989]). Other relevant text files to use in the comparison are the language
files included in Dasher, which are used to train the language model before the user starts to input text.
For many different languages such a training file is available.
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Chapter 3

Context-Tree Weighting

The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable man persists
in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore all progress depends on the
unreasonable man.

Irish play writer George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950)

In the previous chapter the PPM compression algorithm has been described. This method predicts
the conditional probability of an input symbol given the longest context in which this symbol has been
seen before, with a maximum context length of N, the order of the PPM model. After processing an
infinite amount of text input, the PPM model would have enough data available to make a prediction
for any symbol after any context of length N. Because PPM uses approximate blending rather than
full blending (as explained in chapter 2), all the predictions would be based on a context of length N.
This is exactly the behavior of an N th order finite state Markov (FSM) model. However, it is known that
using an FSM with fixed order N results in only moderate compression of natural language. The PPM
algorithms perform better. So apparently the compression performance is improved by escaping to a
lower order model for some contexts because for those contexts not enough data is available to make
a prediction with the highest order model. What does this mean? It tells us the best way to model a
text generating source is by making the order of the model dependent on the current context. For some
contexts the most accurate predictions are made by taking into account the longest possible context,
but for other contexts taking into account only the last few context symbols leads to better predictions.
Such behavior is best modeled with a tree model rather than with a fixed order FSM.
In this chapter tree models will be introduced, as well as a method to efficiently weight the predictions
of all tree models having memory of up to D context symbols together.

3.1 Parameters and models

Consider a memoryless binary source with an unknown parameter θ ∈ [0,1] denoting the probability
that a one is generated. Krichevsky and Trofimov showed that a good probability estimate, Pe, of the
probability that a one will follow after a zeros and b ones have been observed is the KT distribution
(Krichevsky and Trofimov [1981]):

Pe(Xt = 1|x t−1
1 ) =

b + 1
2

a + b + 1
. (3.1)
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The KT estimate of the block probability of a sequence generated by a memoryless binary source
containing a zeros and b ones can be calculated as follows:

Pe(X t
1,a,b) =

(a− 1
2 )!(b− 1

2 )!

(a + b)!
, (3.2)

where (a− 1
2 )! = 1

2 ·
3
2 · · · (a−

1
2 ).

Now consider a more structured source. Suppose the next symbol generated by the source does not
only depend on θ but also on the previous N symbols. Such sources are common in the real world.
An example is an interactive traffic light control system, in which the decision to give a certain stream
of traffic a green light is based on the previous streams that had a green light, and on some other
factors such as the output of a sensor detecting if there is any traffic waiting for that direction. Whether
or not someone wants to cross the intersection in a certain direction is a stochastic process, with a
parameter θ, and how the system responds on the realization of that parameter depends on the “state”
of the system, defined by the most recent decisions the system made. This can be modeled with a tree
source. A tree has a number of leaves, and each leaf has a parameter θ associated with it. The paths
leading to each leaf are called suffixes s, and the model describes a suffix set S. The maximum length
D of a suffix defines how many of the previous symbols influence the probability of the next symbol.
An example is shown in figure 3.1, where S = {00,10,1}, D= 2, and the parameters θ00 = 0.5,θ10 =
0.3, and θ1 = 0.1. To find the conditional probability of the next symbol, follow the path through the tree
based on the previous symbols and find the corresponding θ.
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Figure 3.1: A tree source consisting of a model with parameters. By following the path through the tree based on
the previous symbols the parameter θ that indicates the probability for the next symbol can be found. In
this example, P(Xt = 1|xt−2 = 1,xt−1 = 0) = 0.3, and P(Xt = 0|xt−1 = 1) = 0.9.

If for a source the tree model is known but the parameters are unknown, it is possible to find good
probability estimates for all possible symbols the source can generate. The memory of the source is
captured in the tree. In the leaves of the tree all symbols with the same suffix s ∈ S are congregated,
forming a memoryless subsequence. Therefore, the parameter θs in each leaf s can be estimated
using the KT estimator. The estimated probability of the entire source sequence is the product of the
KT estimates for the subsequences, i.e. the product of the parameters in the leaves of the tree.
Often the model of the source is not known, but it is expected to be in a certain class of models.
An example is a text generating source. As explained in the introduction of this chapter, from the
success of PPM algorithms used in text compression we conclude that a text generating source can
be modeled with a tree model. Each suffix s of the tree is a context, and in the leaf the next character
following the corresponding context can be predicted. The length of these contexts is variable. Practical
tests confirm this idea. It is known that people can fairly accurately predict the next character of a
text if a number of previous characters (the context) are given. This is actually how the entropy of
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natural language is assessed. The number of previous characters the people use to estimate the next
character is not constant, but varies depending on the actual characters. Of course, not all information
available to the human reader can be captured in such a context model. For instance, in a story about
the Sahara desert people will know that the word penguin is highly unlikely, an observation based on
word meaning and real life facts, rather than based on the previous characters alone. Still, with a tree
model we hope to be able to model the text generating source reasonably well.

So we are looking for the best tree model in the model class of all tree models of a certain depth D to
model the text generating source. The text generating source is the writer of the text. After processing
the entire text this best model can be found. It appears for every writer and even for every text a
different tree model results in the best predictions. Since in Dasher the input needs to be predicted,
it is impossible to find the best model based on the input itself. Instead of trying to find the best tree
model, we want to consider all possible tree models (so we are sure the best model is among them) and
weight their predictions together. This is possible with a context tree, using the Context-Tree Weighting
algorithm.

A context tree consists of nodes that correspond to contexts s up to a certain depth D. An example is
shown in figure 3.2. The root λ of the context tree corresponds to the empty context. Each node s in
the context tree is associated with the subsequence of source symbols that occurred after context s.
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Figure 3.2: A context tree splits up the source sequence. This shows how the source symbols are partitioned by
the context tree, in the case the source generated the sequence 0100110 while the past symbols were
· · ·110.

3.2 The CTW algorithm

The Context-Tree Weighting algorithm is a way to efficiently build and maintain a number of tree models
in a context tree. The probability distribution estimations of all the tree models are weighted together
to obtain a good probability distribution estimation of the source without knowing the actual model of
the source.

In each node s of the context tree only as and bs are stored. These are the number of zeros and ones
in the subsequence associated with context s seen so far. First we consider a leaf s of the context
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tree, i.e. a node at depth D. Since only as and bs are available in this node, we can assume nothing
more than that the subsequence associated with node s is memoryless and that Pe(as,bs) is a good
weighted probability for it, i.e.

Ps
w

△
= Pe(as,bs) if depth(s) = D. (3.3)

The local probability estimate Pe(as,bs) is calculated with the KT estimator described earlier in this
chapter. With the weighted probabilities thus calculated a recursive algorithm is started.
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1s

0s

s

1

0

Figure 3.3: Parent node s and its children 0s and 1s.

For an internal node s in the context tree the following argument holds. Suppose that we have good
weighted probabilities P0s

w (x t−1
t−D) and P1s

w (x t−1
t−D) for the subsequences associated with nodes 0s and

1s, the children of node s, as depicted in figure 3.3. Then for the subsequence associated with context
s there are two possible alternatives. The subsequence could be memoryless, in which case Pe(as,bs)
would be a good probability estimation for it. Or, it could not be memoryless, and then splitting up
the sequence in the two subsequences that are associated with 0s and 1s would be necessary, and
the product of the weighted probabilities P0s

w (x t−1
t−D) and P1s

w (x t−1
t−D) could serve as a good probability

estimate. The Context-Tree Weighting algorithm weights these two alternatives:

Ps
w (x t−1

t−D)
△
=

Pe(as,bs) + P0s
w (x t−1

t−D) ·P1s
w (x t−1

t−D)

2
if depth(s) < D. (3.4)

Note that the weighted probabilities actually do not just depend on the last D symbols, but on all the
symbols of the input sequence processed so far. This dependency is omitted in the notation for sake
of brevity.
By starting at the leaves and calculating Ps

w (x t−1
t−D) for all nodes s, eventually in the root λ of the context

tree the weighted block probability for the input sequence is found. An example is shown in figure 3.4.
This is the essence of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm. The algorithm was first published in
1995 (Willems et al. [1995]). An excellent paper on source coding for tree sources, focusing on the
Context-Tree Weighting algorithm is Willems et al. [1996]). A short introduction to the CTW method,
most relevant papers and an implementation in C are available at CTW [Online].
The Context-Tree Weighting algorithm is mainly used as a universal adaptive statistical compression
method. An arithmetic encoder is used to generate code words based on the probability distribution
calculated by the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm. The redundancy of a compression algorithm is
the difference between the length of the code word assigned to an input string by the algorithm and the
minimum length needed to describe the input string, which is the entropy of the input string, defined
in chapter 1. The redundancy of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm can be split in three different
terms.
First of all there is the coding redundancy. This redundancy term consists of the extra bits the arithmetic
encoder needs to transform the block probability of an input sequence into a decodable code word. As
mentioned in paragraph 2.2.1 the redundancy added by an arithmetic coder is smaller than two bits.
Secondly, there is a redundancy term caused by not knowing the parameter θ in the leaves of the tree
models, called the parameter redundancy. These parameters are estimated using the KT estimator.
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Pw = 1/2

Pw = 7/2048
a = 4, b = 3

Pw = 9/128

a = b = 2

Pw = 1/16

a = 2, b = 1

Pw = 3/8

Pw = 5/16

Pw = 1/8

Pw = 1/2

a = 1

a = b = 1

a = 2

b = 2
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a = b = 1

a = 1

a = 1

a = 1

Figure 3.4: A weighted context tree, showing for each node s the counts as and bs and the weighted probability
Ps

w (x t−1
t−D), for source sequence 0100110 with past · · ·110.

In Willems et al. [1995] it is shown that the redundancy caused by each estimated parameter is upper
bounded by 1

2 log(a + b) + 1. In the same paper the total parameter redundancy for the entire tree is
also derived.
The third redundancy term is the model redundancy, i.e. the added redundancy for not knowing the
actual model but weighting a number of tree models instead. In chapter 6 it is shown that for the
basic Context-Tree Weighting algorithm as described here, the model redundancy is upper bounded
by 2|S|−1, where |S| is the number of leaves of the actual tree model.
Since the individual redundancy terms can be upper bounded, the total individual redundancy of the
algorithm can be upper bounded as well. This bound is given in Willems et al. [1995]. Here we are not
interested in the exact bound itself, but the fact that there is an upper bound to the redundancy of the
Context-Tree Weighting algorithm that holds for all input sequences and all θs ∈ [0,1] for s ∈ S for all
tree models S that fit in our context tree is important. It tells us that with a language model based on
the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm any text input will be predicted reasonably well.

3.2.1 The CTW algorithm in more detail

Now that the main idea of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm has been explained, we can look at
the algorithm in more detail. For all equations in this section we assume the current bit is a zero, and
child 0s is on the context path that needs to be updated, rather than child node 1s, unless otherwise
indicated. Of course if the current bit is a one, or the child node on the context path is 1s the equations
are very similar.
From (3.4) it is clear that in every node Pe(as,bs) and P0s

w (x t−1
t−D)P1s

w (x t−1
t−D) need to be calculated. The

local probability estimate Pe(as,bs) can be calculated by storing the counts as and bs in each node
s. For sequential applications of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm it is easier to store the local
estimate of the block probability Pe(as,bs) as well, and calculate the new estimate using Pe(as +1,bs) =
Pe(as,bs)Pe(0|as,bs). The conditional KT estimate can be calculated using (3.1).
The weighted probabilities of the children are a bit more work. At first sight all the child nodes of node
s should give their weighted probability estimate to node s, which would then multiply them. This is
unfeasible, especially for large alphabet sizes. For a sequential algorithm it would be nice if only the
nodes on the path of the current context would need to calculate a new probability estimate. Therefore,
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each node also stores the product of the weighted probability of all its child nodes, P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D)
(assuming a binary tree). Now the new weighted probability of the child nodes can be calculated using

P0s
w (0,x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D) =
P0s

w (0,x t−1
t−D)

P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)
P0s

w (x t−1
t−D)P1s

w (x t−1
t−D)

= P0s
w (0|x t−1

t−D)P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D). (3.5)

So the parent only needs the conditional weighted probability of the child on the path through the con-
text tree that is affected by the newest symbol. Of course each node also needs to store P0s

w (x t−1
t−D)P1s

w (x t−1
t−D)

to be able to calculate the updated weighted probability of its children in this way.
If the context tree needs to be updated with a new symbol the algorithm has to execute the following
steps:

1. Find the nodes on the path of the current D context symbols that need to be updated, starting in
the root. If some nodes do not exist yet (the current context has not occurred in the input so far)
create those nodes.

2. Once the leaf is reached, calculate

Pe(0|as,bs) =
as + 1

2

as + bs + 1
, (3.6)

using the stored as and bs. Update as and store this updated value, then send

Ps
w (0|(x t−1

t−D)) = Pe(0|as,bs) (3.7)

to the parent.

3. In all internal nodes on the path, starting at the highest depth D−1, calculate

Pe(0|as,bs) =
as + 1

2

as + bs + 1

Pe(as + 1,bs) = Pe(0|as,bs)Pe(as,bs), (3.8)

using the stored as and bs and the stored estimate of the local block probability Pe(as,bs). Then
calculate the new weighted probability of the child nodes

P0s
w (0,x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D) = P0s
w (0|x t−1

t−D)P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D), (3.9)

with the stored P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D) and P0s
w (0|x t−1

t−D) received from the child node on the path of
the context. Calculate

Ps
w (0|(x t−1

t−D)) =
Pe(as + 1,bs) + P0s

w (0,x t−1
t−D)P1s

w (x t−1
t−D)

Pe(as,bs) + P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D)
(3.10)

and give this conditional probability to the parent. Update and store as, and store the updated
probabilities.

4. Continue until the root of the context tree λ is reached.
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CTW for text compression

In Willems and Tjalkens [1997] a more efficient method to perform the Context-Tree Weighting algo-
rithm is described. In this method each node only stores the counts as and bs and the ratio of the
estimated block probabilities βs:

βs(x t−1
t−D) =

Pe(as,bs)

P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D)
. (3.11)

With these βs in each node the conditional weighted probability of a zero and a one can be calculated:

Ps
w (0|x t−1

t−D) = βs(x t−1
t−D)Pe(0|as,bs) + P0s

w (0|x t−1
t−D) (3.12)

Ps
w (1|x t−1

t−D) = βs(x t−1
t−D)Pe(1|as,bs) + P0s

w (1|x t−1
t−D). (3.13)

During an update of the tree, the new βs is calculated as follows:

βs(0,x t−1
t−D) =

Pe(as,bs)Pe(0|as,bs)

P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D)P0s
w (0|x t−1

t−D)

= βs(x t−1
t−D)

Pe(0|as,bs)

P0s
w (0|x t−1

t−D)
. (3.14)

The term P0s
w (0|x t−1

t−D) is obtained from the child on the context path, so each node only has to calculate
the conditional local estimate given the stored counts and the current symbol.
With the introduction of βs the algorithm has changed from using block probabilities to conditional
probabilities. At the same time the algorithm needs less memory per node, since only a ratio of prob-
abilities instead of two individual probabilities needs to be saved. Moreover, since the two probabilities
are different estimates of the same input sequence, their ratio will normally not be very large or very
small. Storing this ratio is therefore more convenient than two block probabilities that keep getting
smaller and smaller as the input sequence gets longer. Acknowledging the benefits of the β technique
the commissioner of the research leading to its the development, KPN Research, patented the β
technique, thereby restricting its usage. In Dasher, which is released under the GPL license, using the
β technique is prohibited.

3.3 CTW for text compression

After the initial publication of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm several extensions of the algorithm
and improvements of its implementation have been reported. Text compression is one of the appli-
cations for which the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm is used. To make CTW more efficient for text
compression several suggestions have been made (Tjalkens et al. [1997]). The main results will be
discussed here.

Binary decomposition

While introducing the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm a binary alphabet was assumed. In text
compression the alphabet is quite large. Normally text files on a computer are stored using eight
bits per character, leading to an alphabet size of 256. Although CTW can work on such a large
alphabet while remaining computationally efficient, the zero frequency problem decreases compression
performance. With such a large alphabet many suffixes will occur only very rarely, leading to unreliable
estimations of the parameters θs. Comparing several alternatives, the authors of Tjalkens et al. [1997]
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found that decomposing the characters into binary words and estimating the individual bits yields the
best. They named this method binary decomposition. Instead of a single context tree predicting
alphabet symbols, a seperate tree is built to predict each individual bit of the alphabet symbol. In this
case a binary estimator can be used, such as the KT estimator introduced in this chapter. However,
the context trees for each bit are not full binary trees. The context symbols are still the 256 alphabet
symbols. The predictions are made on the bit level, but the weighting is done only on the byte
boundaries. This results in a smaller model space, and also makes more sense intuitively: the current
bit depends on a number of previous symbols rather than on an arbitrary number of previous bits. For
example, the context for bit 3 of a certain symbol consists of the N preceding symbols, and the first
3 bits (0 · · ·2) of the current symbol. The probability that this bit is zero or one is estimated using the
counts of previously seen third bits of symbols with the same context.

Improving the zero-order estimator

The binary decomposition just introduced splits up the context tree into several subtrees. When using
the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm with binary decomposition for text compression, some of these
subtrees will be deterministic. An obvious example is the first bit of each character. As mentioned
before, computers store text files using eight bits per character. However the standard ASCII table
only consists of 128 characters, so for a standard ASCII file the first bit is always zero. This bit thus
does not contain any information. However, the KT estimator will always assign a non-zero probability
to Pe(1|a,b), the probability that this bit is a one. Of course this probability will decrease with an
increasing number of input symbols, since a keeps getting larger, but an estimator that quickly makes
this probability smaller could improve the compression performance of the algorithm. Therefore, in
Tjalkens et al. [1997] an estimator is proposed to better handle deterministic sequences. This estimator
is called the zero-redundancy (ZR) estimator, because for deterministic sequences the redundancy
is a constant, which for long input sequences results in an individual parameter redundancy (the
redundancy per input symbol caused by not knowing the exact parameter) of zero. In the spirit of
Context-Tree Weighting, this estimator is actually a weighting of three estimators: the normal KT
estimator Pe,K T (a,b), an estimator giving a sequence with all ones a probability one and zero probability
to any sequence containing zeros, and the inverse of this estimator, giving a probability 1 to a sequence
of all zeros. Weighting these three estimators together with coefficients 1

2 , 1
4 , 1

4 results in (3.15).

Pe,z (a,b)
△
=















1
2 Pe,K T (a,b) for a > 0,b > 0,

1
4 + 1

2 Pe,K T (a,b) for a > 0,b = 0,
1
2 Pe,K T (a,b) + 1

4 for a = 0,b > 0, and
1 for a = b = 0

(3.15)

Experiments show that this estimator performs better than the KT estimator when used to compress
text.

Extensive research on text compression with the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm has been carried
out by Volf, and most of his results are described in Volf [2002]. In that thesis he proposes a modified
version of the KT estimator. This modification results in a smaller influence of lower counts on the
probability estimate, thereby also lowering the redundancy of (near-) deterministic sequences. Con-
sequently, for sequences with an almost equal number of zeros and ones this estimator will lead to a
higher redundancy. However, nodes where the counts of zero and one are almost equal will most likely
be internal nodes in the context tree. The child nodes of such a node will usually have more skewed
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distributions, so the local estimate (with the increased redundancy) will not have a large influence on
the total compression because the weighted probability of the children in that node will be larger.

Limiting the counts

Compression algorithms that use statistical models such as PPM and Context-Tree Weighting predict
the next symbol based on counts of previous input symbols. These counts should represent the
statistics of the source that generated the input. In the case of text input this source is the writer, and the
statistics represent the writing style of this writer. Research has shown that over time the statistics of a
text generating source (a writer) change. Although the text generating source is stationary on a short
term, otherwise statistical compression methods would not work at all, the source is not stationary over
a large number of input symbols. Symbol counts from the beginning of the input may not represent the
statistics of a later part. Therefore, using these older symbol counts may have a negative influence on
the prediction accuracy and thus on the compression performance. It is hard to predict how stationary
a source is, and it also depends on the specific source, the type of text, and possible a number of other
factors. But it is clear from experiments that making the model more adaptive, i.e. ’forget’ old counts or
give less value to older counts, increases compression performance because the model is better able
to track changes in the source statistics. Numerous experiments have found that the best compression
results are obtained when using five to eight bits to store the counts, in other words by limiting as and
bs to somewhere between 31 and 255 (Bell et al. [1989]). In Willems and Tjalkens [1997] the authors
choose to use eight bits to store the counts, thus allowing a maximum count of 255. If one of the
counts reaches this maximum value, both counts are divided by two and rounded upwards, to ensure
non-deterministic sequences stay non-deterministic, which is important when the ZR estimator is used.
In the same report the influence of halving the counts periodically on the parameter redundancy is
investigated. An upper bound that is not very tight shows the added individual redundancy is at most
0.013 bpc if the counts are limited to 255. Practical experiments show that the gain by making the
model more adaptive to the source outweighs this added redundancy. Especially in Dasher, where the
user data is most often generated by a different source than the training data adaptivity of the model is
very important.

3.4 Comparing CTW and PPM

As has been discussed in previous chapter and in the beginning of this chapter, PPM builds a fixed
order FSM model to base its predictions on. The algorithm predicts the conditional probability for every
alphabet symbol. This is done using approximate blending: first the highest order model tries to give
a prediction for the symbol. Only if there is not enough data to make accurate predictions using the
highest order model, the prediction of a lower order model is used. The weight of the lower order
model is wo, a weight factor that depends on the escape probability. this escape probability is assigned
an almost arbitrary value. In fact, the main difference between the various PPM algorithms is the
way the escape probability is calculated. Most methods have been found empirically, without a solid
justification. Choosing the order of the highest order model is important, since most predictions will be
based on that model once enough input data is seen. PPM is thereby dependent on a parameter that
needs to be found empirically.

The Context-Tree Weighting algorithm works on all tree models with a maximum depth up to D si-
multaneously. The class of models considered is not only much larger, but also seems to fit the
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input source, a text generating source, better. Furthermore, because tree models are considered,
the maximum depth D is not a very critical parameter. Of course setting D too low will hurt the
compression performance, because not enough information from the source is taken into account.
However, increasing D beyond a certain point will not have much effect on the compression. In the leaf
of the actual model the local estimate will be the same, and the weighted estimate of its children will
not be much worse, and by weighting these two estimates the influence of the estimations of the child
nodes is further reduced. The only downside of an unnecessary high D is the added memory usage
and the increased number of calculations per update.
The Context-Tree Weighting algorithm initially weighted block probabilities together. However, with the
introduction of β the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm weights conditional probabilities together. In
that situation β can be seen as the CTW equivalent of the weight factors wo. There is a very important
difference in the way these weight factors are calculated. Whereas in PPM wo is found empirically, in
Context-Tree Weighting the βs is strictly defined and represents the performance of that node on the
input sequence processed so far. In Volf [2002] the author shows that an implementation of the Context-
Tree Weighting algorithm (with his improved KT estimator and the binary decomposition) outperforms
the best basic PPM algorithms known at that time on natural language files such as “book1” and
“book2” of the Calgary corpus (Calgary [1989]). Therefore, we expect a language model in Dasher
based on the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm will offer better compression performance than the
current PPM-D based language model, thereby increasing text input speed.
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Implementation

On two occasions I have been asked, "Pray, Mr. Babbage, if you put into the
machine wrong figures, will the right answers come out?" I am not able rightly to
apprehend the kind of confusion of ideas that could provoke such a question.

British mathematician and computer scientist Charles Babbage (1791-1871)

In the previous chapter the CTW algorithm has been described, together with an efficient and elegant
method to execute this algorithm using βs. Unfortunately, this method is patented and can not be
used in Dasher. Therefore, we propose a different way to implement the CTW algorithm. This
implementation needs to satisfy two requirements:

• Represent the probabilities as integer values. Integer calculation is much faster than floating
point calculations on most platforms, especially on mobile platforms like the PocketPC.

• Represent the block probabilities with a fixed precision to bound the memory usage of the
algorithm. The block probabilities get smaller as the input sequence gets longer. To be able to
store the probabilities they will need to be kept within a specified range. As we have seen in the
previous chapter, the ratio of two block probabilities matters rather than the actual probabilities
themselves. Since bounding this ratio works in practice, keeping both probabilities within the
same range by scaling will also work.

To fulfill these requirements the equations used in the CTW algorithm are rewritten in the next section.

4.1 CTW calculations using integers

To be able to do the math required for the CTW algorithm using only integers, we have to start with
integer values and restrict ourselves to multiplications and additions, since a division of two integers
may lead to non-integer values. As explained in chapter 3, the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm
calculates two probabilities in each node, an update for the local block probability Pe(as,bs) and an
update for the weighted probability P0s

w (x t−1
t−D)P1s

w (x t−1
t−D). These updates are based on the current

character x . We assume x = 0 but in the case the current character is a one the equations are similar.
We also assume that 0s and not 1s is a suffix of the context x t−1

t−D. Moreover, although here we assume
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a binary tree where every node s only has at most two children 0s and 1s, it is easy to extend the
calculations to a situation with an arbitrary alphabet size. In the following we will show the necessary
calculations when the KT estimator introduced in the previous chapter is used. In appendix A a similar
derivation for the zero-redundancy estimator is given.
Assuming x = 0, the update for the local block probability is

Pe(as + 1,bs) = Pe(as,bs)
a + 1

2

a + b + 1

= Pe(as,bs)
2a + 1

2a + 2b + 2
. (4.1)

The probability Pe(as,bs) can be represented as a rational number

Pe(as,bs) =
Ne(as,bs)

De(as,bs)
, (4.2)

so (4.1) can be written as

Pe(as + 1,bs) =
Ne(as,bs)(2a + 1)

De(as,bs)(2a + 2b + 2)
. (4.3)

The block probability is initialized to one:

Pe(0,0) =
1

1
. (4.4)

Since the counts a and b are natural numbers, from (4.3) and (4.4) it follows that Ne(as,bs) and
De(as,bs) will always remain integer values.

The second update that needs to be calculated is the new weighted probability

P0s
w (0,x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D) = P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D)P0s
w (0|x t−1

t−D). (4.5)

Suppose every internal node s receives two integers γxs
0 and γxs

1 from the child node xs, such that

Pxs
w (x |x t−1

t−D)
△
=

γxs
x

γxs
0 +γxs

1

. (4.6)

The update (4.5) can then be written as

P0s
w (0,x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D) = P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D)
γ0s

0

γ0s
0 +γ0s

1

. (4.7)

The weighted probability P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D) can also be represented as a numerator and a denomi-
nator,

P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D) =
Nw (x t−1

t−D)

Dw (x t−1
t−D)

, (4.8)

allowing us to write (4.7) as

P0s
w (0,x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D) =
Nw (x t−1

t−D)γ0s
0

Dw (x t−1
t−D)(γ0s

0 +γ0s
1 )

. (4.9)
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Together with the initial condition

P0s
w (ø)P1s

w (ø) =
1

1
, (4.10)

where ø represents the empty context, it follows that Nw (x t−1
t−D) and Dw (x t−1

t−D) will always be integer
values as well.

In each node these two block probabilities need to be added, since

Ps
w (0,x t−1

t−D) =
Pe(as + 1,bs) + P0s

w (0,x t−1
t−D)P1s

w (x t−1
t−D)

2
. (4.11)

To be able to add two rational numbers the denominators need to be equal, so we require

De(as + 1,bs) = Dw (0,x t−1
t−D). (4.12)

Therefore we calculate Pe(as + 1,bs) and P0s
w (0,x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D) as follows:

Pe(as + 1,bs) =
Ne(as,bs)(2a + 1)

De(as,bs)(2a + 2b + 2)

γ0s
0 +γ0s

1

γ0s
0 +γ0s

1

(4.13)

P0s
w (0,x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D) =
Nw (x t−1

t−D)γ0s
0

Dw (x t−1
t−D)(γ0s

0 +γ0s
1 )

2a + 2b + 2

2a + 2b + 2
. (4.14)

Together with (4.3) and (4.9) it follows that

Ne(as + 1,bs) = Ne(as,bs)(2a + 1)(γ0s
0 +γ1s

0 ) (4.15)

Nw (0,x t−1
t−D) = Nw (x t−1

t−D)γ0s
0 (2a + 2b + 2), (4.16)

and

De(as + 1,bs) = De(as,bs)(2a + 2b + 2)(γ0s
0 +γ0s

1 ) (4.17)

Dw (0,x t−1
t−D) = Dw (x t−1

t−D)(2a + 2b + 2)(γ0s
0 +γ0s

1 ). (4.18)

From (4.4) and (4.10) we see that

De(0,0) = Dw (ø), (4.19)

so condition (4.12) is satisfied. This allows us to write (4.11) as

Ps
w (0,x t−1

t−D) =
Ne(as + 1,bs) + Nw (0,x t−1

t−D)

2De(as + 1,bs)
. (4.20)

Furthermore, from (4.17) and (4.18) it is clear that the denominator does not depend on the newest
symbol x . Here this is only shown for the case x = 0 but it is trivial to show the same for x = 1. Therefore
the following equality holds:

De(as + 1,bs) = De(as,bs + 1) =

Dw (0,x t−1
t−D) = Dw (1,x t−1

t−D). (4.21)
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As mentioned, node s receives two integers from its child xs. It will also need to send two integers to
its parent, satisfying

γs
x

γs
0 +γs

1

△
= Ps

w (x |x t−1
t−D). (4.22)

We pose

γs
0 ∝ Ps

w (0,x t−1
t−D)

=
Ne(as + 1,bs) + Nw (0,x t−1

t−D)

2De(as + 1,bs)
(4.23)

γs
1 ∝ Ps

w (1,x t−1
t−D)

=
Ne(as,bs + 1) + Nw (1,x t−1

t−D)

2De(as,bs + 1)
. (4.24)

Using (4.21), (4.23) and (4.24) result in:

γs
0

γs
0 +γs

1

=
Ne(as + 1,bs) + Nw (0,x t−1

t−D)

Ne(as + 1,bs) + Nw (0,x t−1
t−D) + Ne(as,bs + 1) + Nw (1,x t−1

t−D)
, (4.25)

which indeed complies with (4.22). Therefore the γs can be calculated as follows:

γs
0 = Ne(as + 1,bs) + Nw (0,x t−1

t−D)

= Ne(as,bs)(2a + 1)(γ0s
0 +γ0s

1 ) + Nw (x t−1
t−D)γ0s

0 (2a + 2b + 2) (4.26)

γs
1 = Ne(as,bs + 1) + Nw (1,x t−1

t−D)

= Ne(as,bs)(2b + 1)(γ0s
0 +γ0s

1 ) + Nw (x t−1
t−D)γ0s

1 (2a + 2b + 2). (4.27)

From (4.26) and (4.27) it becomes clear that the denominators De(as + 1,bs) and Dd (0,x t−1
t−D) do not

need to be calculated explicitly, as long as the denominators remain equal as required by (4.21). By
cross-multiplying as shown in (4.13) and (4.14) this requirement is satisfied. Since divisions are avoided
by doing the calculations in this way, all values remain integers if the initial conditions (4.4) and (4.10)
are satisfied.

The process of updating a node with a new character x = 0 is illustrated in figure 4.1. Two γs enter
the node, where using the stored values as, bs, Ne(as,bs) and Nw (x t−1

t−D) two exiting γs are calculated,

together with updated probabilities Ne(as + 1,bs) and Nw (0,x t−1
t−D), still assuming the current character

x = 0. The latter two values are stored again, just as the updated count, in this case as. As described
in chapter 3, if necessary the counts as and bs are halved before being stored.

In the leaves of the context tree

Ps
w (x t−1

t−D) = Pe(as,bs), for nodes at depth d = D (4.28)
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Figure 4.1: A CTW node processing a zero.

holds. Therefore, in these nodes the γs can be calculated as follows:

γs
0

γs
0 +γs

1

=
Pe(as + 1,bs)

Pe(as,bs)

=
Pe(as,bs)(2a + 1)

Pe(as,bs)(2a + 2b + 2)
(4.29)

γs
1

γs
0 +γs

1

=
Pe(as,bs + 1)

Pe(as,bs)

=
Pe(as,bs)(2b + 1)

Pe(as,bs)(2a + 2b + 2)
. (4.30)

In a similar fashion as has been done for internal nodes, it can be shown that for the leaves of the
context tree the denominators of both equations are always equal and always integer values, which
ultimately results in the following equations for the γs:

γs
0 ∝ 2a + 1 (4.31)

γs
1 ∝ 2b + 1. (4.32)

In the leaves only the counts as and bs need to be stored.

4.2 Scaling of probabilities

In the first part of this chapter a Context-Tree Weighting algorithm has been proposed in which no
divisions are carried out. By initializing all variables to integer values it is guaranteed that all variables
will remain integers. However, overflow or underflow can still occur.
Because the variables γ0 and γ1 get multiplied with integers in each node and are then passed on to
the parent, they need to be restricted to a fixed range in each node to avoid huge numbers further
up the tree. This range is set to [1 · · ·2d − 1]. We exclude 0 from the range to ensure that the
probability estimate is strictly positive for all alphabet symbols. Symbols with a probability of zero
should be avoided when using an arithmetic encoder, because it would prevent the decoder from
uniquely identifying each symbol, and in Dasher a symbol with a probability zero would be impossible
to select, since it would never appear on screen.
To keep both γs in the intended range, a node s calculates γs

0 and γs
1 , and afterward divides both γs

by two until

max(γs
0 ,γs

1) ≤ 2d −1. (4.33)
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Then, the following condition is checked:

min(γs
0 ,γs

1) > 0. (4.34)

If (4.34) has not been met, min(γs
0 ,γs

1) is set to 1. Since both γs are divided by two the same number of
times, this operation does not influence the ratio between them other than introducing a rounding error.
Because knowledge of the current symbol is not required for the calculation of the γs, a decoding
algorithm can always exactly mimic the behaviour of the encoder and perform the same rounding
operation.
As seen in figure 4.1 each node needs to store Ne(as +1,bs) and Nw (0,x t−1

t−D) (still assuming the current
symbol x = 0). To limit the memory required by the algorithm these two probabilities also need to be
restricted to a fixed range. This range is set to [1 · · ·2c −1]. Again 0 is excluded from the range. This
time the reason is to preserve adaptivity over time. From (4.15) and (4.16) it is clear that allowing a
probability of zero will result in that probability always staying zero, regardless of the following input. We
want the algorithm to be able to adapt to changing source statistics, especially because in Dasher text
from one source (the user text) is predicted with a model built from text generated by another source
(the training text), so a probability equal to zero should be avoided.
To keep the updated probabilities in the range [1 · · ·2c − 1] is done in a similar way as described for
the γs. First the updates probabilities and the γs are calculated. Afterward, before being stored both
probabilities are divided by two until

max(Ne(as + 1,bs),Nw (0,x t−1
t−D)) ≤ 2c −1. (4.35)

Then, the following condition is checked:

min(Ne(as + 1,bs),Nw (0,x t−1
t−D)) > 0. (4.36)

If (4.36) has not been met, min(Ne(as + 1,bs),Nw (0,x t−1
t−D)) is set to 1. Since both probabilities are

divided by two the same number of times, this operation does not influence the ratio between them
other than introducing a rounding error. Furthermore, since this scaling operation is performed after
the calculation of the γs, a decoding algorithm can again exactly mimic the behaviour of the encoder.
Lastly, the counts a and b need to be bounded, since with every processed symbol one of the counts is
increased by one, eventually leading to overflow. Fortunately this restriction turns out to be beneficial.
In chapter 3 it has been explained that bounding the counts a and b increases the adaptivity of the
algorithm, thereby improving the performance. Therefore, the counts of zeros and ones in each node
are stored in a register of finite size. If the maximum number of one of them is reached, both counts
are divided by two. Since counts of symbols are integers, this can lead to rounding errors. To make the
influence of these errors as small as possible, it is important to round upwards. Rounding downwards
may result in the smaller count becoming zero, while in reality the symbol has been seen already. For
the zero-redundancy estimator this makes a relatively large difference, so non-deterministic counts
should stay non-deterministic after halving. Restricting the range of a and b to 0 · · ·255 turned out to
be a reasonable choice, in other words using 8 bit to represent a and b.
Now c and d , the number of bits used to store the probabilities and represent the scaled γs respectively,
need to be determined. From (4.26) and (4.27) it is clear that the influence of the γss and the
probabilities Ne(as + 1,bs) and Nw (0,x t−1

t−D) on the probabilities in the root of the tree is proportional
to the influence of 2a and 2b. Therefore representing these values with the same precision as 2a and
2b should be sufficient. Since 8 bits are used to a and b, we expect c = d = 9 to be a good choice. To
verify this, the compression of a number of files has been measured using a varying number of bits for
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c and d . The results using the standard KT estimator as described in chapter 3 are shown in table 4.1.
Similar results were found using the ZR estimator. Indeed, using 9 bits for c and d yields the best
results.

file size (bytes) 7 bits 8 bits 9 bits 10 bits 11 bits 16 bits
news 377,109 2.484 2.463 2.456 2.456 2.458 2.463
paper1 53,161 2.449 2.432 2.426 2.427 2.430 2.435

Table 4.1: Compression of a single file in bpc using DasherCTW with a varying number of bits for Pe/Pw and γ.

The implementation described in this chapter so far is able to execute the Context-Tree Weighting
algorithm using a bounded amount of memory and using only integer arithmetic, thereby meeting both
requirements stated at the beginning of this chapter.

4.3 Building the model

So far we have considered strictly binary trees. However, the symbols in a text are bytes. In chapter 3
the binary decomposition technique has been mentioned, to make the CTW algorithm better suited to
compress input from text generating sources. Instead of calculating probabilities for all characters in
the alphabet directly, predictions for the individual bits are calculated. But, the weighting is still done
on the byte boundaries. In other words the context for each bit consists of alphabet symbols and not
just a number of bits. In fact, the context for bit x of a certain character consists of the N preceding
characters, and the first x bits (0 · · ·x −1) of the current character. The structure of the decomposition
tree used in our implementation is shown in figure 4.2. There are 255 different CTW trees. For bit zero
of each input byte there is only one tree, for bit one there are two, one for the case the first bit is zero,
and one if that bit is one, and so on. We call the 255 different starting points root nodes, and every root
node contains a context tree or subtree. The x preceding bits of the current character decide which
root node and thus which subtree is consulted to find the predictions for the current bit, and the N
preceding characters govern the path taken within the subtree.
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Figure 4.2: Structure of the subtrees. As an example, consider node X . The context of this node is · · · |11111111|1,
bit 0 of the current character is a one, and the previous character was 255, all ones.
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When a node on the context path does not exist yet it is created. To find nodes within the subtree a
hash table is used, based on the context character. Details on the used hash technique are available
in (Willems and Tjalkens [1997]). The hash technique requires each node to store the context symbol
from the alphabet it is associated with, and a counter indicating the number of steps through the hash
table necessary to reach the node. These values are 8 and 5 bits respectively. Furthermore, each
node needs to store two 8 bit counters a and b, and two 9 bit probabilities Ne(as,bs) and Nw (x t−1

t−D) as
has been described above. In total, 6 bytes of memory is necessary per node in the context tree. In
our implementation we used 16 bit integers to store the probabilities Ne(as,bs) and Nw (x t−1

t−D), and an
8 bit variable to store the number of steps necessary for the hashing technique. This works a bit faster
on most computers, at the cost of extra memory usage. With this implementation we require 8 bytes
of memory per node. In Willems and Tjalkens [1997] the authors show that a model depth of 6 gives
the best memory/performance ratio, increasing the model depth further does not result in a substantial
compression gain. In the same report test results show that for moderately long texts (in the order of
0.5-1 MB) with a model depth of 6, about 3− 4 million nodes are required to build the model. As a
result, when 16 bit variables are used to store the 9 bit probabilities, our implementation needs 32 MB
of memory for the model.

4.4 Calculating symbol probabilities
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Figure 4.3: Dividing the probability interval proportionally over all alphabet symbols.

In the first part of this chapter it has been shown how to calculate the conditional probability for a zero
and a one in a CTW tree by using γs. However, in Dasher we are interested in symbol probabilities, the
conditional probability for each symbol of the alphabet. To calculate these probabilities the individual
bit probabilities need to be combined and normalized, because the probability of a zero and a one do
not sum to (our representation of) one in our implementation.

The probability of a symbol θ consisting of N bits is the multiplication of the probability for each
individual bit.

Pw (θ) =
N

∑
n=1

Pw (bitn,bit1 · · ·bitn−1). (4.37)
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All the bits at position n of a byte, that are processed in a certain subtree of the decomposition tree
have the same prefix bit1 · · ·bitn−1 since that prefix governs in which subtree bit n is processed.
The naive way to calculate Pw (θ) for all symbols in the alphabet would be to calculate the probability for
each individual symbol. In text stored on a computer each symbol is a byte, so the alphabet consists
of 256 symbols of 8 bits each. For each symbol 8 different subtrees have to be traversed, leading
to 8× 256 = 2048 probability calculations. But since there are only 255 different subtrees and each
subtree generates only two probabilities (one for a zero and one for a one), 510 probability calculations
are enough. This means we can save a factor four in computational workload by cleverly combining
the probabilities instead of naively calculating the probability for each symbol individually. First both
probabilities for every subtree are calculated, which are then combined and normalized to get all the
symbol probabilities at once.
Dasher requires the language model to split up a probability interval proportionally to the probability of
each symbol. The probability interval available to the language model can be up to 216 −1, depending
on a user setting. To ensure a certain minimum probability is assigned to each alphabet symbol, the
calculated probabilities are mixed with a uniform distribution. The percentage of the entire probability
interval that is divided uniformly over all input symbols is five percent by default, but can be adjusted
by the user. The reason for this uniform mix is that a poorly trained model can make it difficult for
the user to select characters the model does not expect him to input. As we will show here, it is
easy to ensure a minimum probability for our Context-Tree Weighting implementation without having
to reserve a fixed amount of probability mass to divide uniformly. Avoiding the uniform distribution
can improve performance, since in our implementation only the probabilities that would otherwise be
smaller than the user-selected limit are artificially increased, leaving more probability mass to be spread
proportionally over the other symbols. Symbols that would be assigned a proportional probability above
the threshold without the uniform addition are unaffected.
With the method described in the beginning of this chapter, in the root of each subtree a γλ

0 and γλ
1

is calculated, proportional to the conditional probability of a zero and a one respectively at that point.
The total probability interval I is divided proportionally over all alphabet symbols using these γs with
the method depicted in figure 4.3. In the root of the decomposition tree interval I is divided into two
intervals I0 and I1 as follows:

I0 =

⌈

I
gammaλ0

0

gammaλ0

0 + gammaλ0

1

⌉

(4.38)

I1 = I − I0. (4.39)

The intervals are then given to the respective child nodes in the decomposition tree, that also divide the
received interval proportionally in two new intervals. Every node of the decomposition tree repeats this
procedure with its own γs. Finally in the leaves of the decomposition tree, which are the subtrees
associated with the least significant bit of the input symbols, the two intervals correspond to the
conditional probabilities of the respective symbols. Note that because of the rounding in (4.38) there
is a slight bias toward zero in the algorithm. Rounding the probabilities at this point is inevitable,
and switching I0 and I1 had an effect of less than 0.3 percent on the compression results, sometimes
positive and sometimes negative, depending on the input sequence. Since this effect is so small we
did not try to divide the rounding operations evenly over I0 and I1 to avoid a bias.
To ensure the leaves of the decomposition tree receive an interval large enough to assign both symbols
associated with that leaf a probability larger or equal to the minimum symbol probability m, as set by the
user, the intervals at each depth of the decomposition tree have a minimum size. At each depth of the
decomposition tree the interval is split in two parts. Therefore, the minimum interval size assigned by
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nodes at bit plane x is m2(N−1)−x . As an example, consider node E at bit plane x . This node receives
interval Ix−1

E , and calculates Ix
0E and Ix

1E using (4.38) and (4.39). Now suppose Ix
0E < m2(N−1)−x . This

way even if all the child nodes of node E split up the interval they received as evenly as possible, some
of the resulting symbol probabilities would be smaller than m (due to the rounding operation this holds
for at least some, but possibly not all of the symbol probabilities). Therefore, if Ix

0E < m2(N−1)−x the
intervals are split as follows:

Ix
0E = m2(N−1)−x (4.40)

Ix
1E = Ix−1

E − Ix
0E . (4.41)

Similarly, if Ix
0E > Ix−1

E −m2(N−1)−x there would not be enough probability mass left for Ix
1E , so in that

case

Ix
0E = Ix−1

E −m2(N−1)−x (4.42)

Ix
1E = m2(N−1)−x . (4.43)
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Chapter 5

Implementation evaluation

But it is vital to remember that information in the sense of raw data is not
knowledge; that knowledge is not wisdom; and that wisdom is not foresight. But
information is the first essential step to all of these.

British author and inventor Arthur C. Clarke (1917-present)

In the previous chapter an implementation of the CTW algorithm has been presented that is suit-
able to be used as a language model in Dasher. In this chapter the language model based on this
implementation will be compared to the PPM-D based language model currently used in Dasher. As
explained in paragraph 2.2.5 this is done by comparing the compression performance of both methods.
The compression performance is measured by taking the − log2 of the block probability of the input
sequence and is expressed in bit per character (bpc). A text file on a computer uses one byte per
character, or eight bits. But actually the ASCII format (which is used to save text files) only uses
seven of these bits, the first bit is always zero, so the bpc of an uncompressed text file is seven. As
discussed in the first chapter the entropy of English is around 1.1 bpc, which is thus a lower bound on
the compression. The current state of the art compression algorithms can compress a text file to about
1.6 bpc (of course depending on the actual file). However, these algorithms are not sequential and too
slow for use as a language model, so for a Dasher language model a lower compression (higher bpc)
is expected.

5.1 Compression of a file

To evaluate the Context-Tree Weighting implementation suitable for use in Dasher and the PPM-D
implementation currently used in Dasher the compression on a number of text files is measured. The
texts used for the comparison are “book2” from the Calgary corpus, and three language files included
in Dasher, “GB”, “NL” and “IT” which are used to train the language model in English, Dutch and Italian
respectively. As explained in chapter 2, to ensure a minimum probability for each symbol the predictions
made with the current PPM-D language models are mixed with a uniform distribution. By default five
percent of the total available probability interval is divided uniformly over all alphabet symbols. In our
Context-Tree Weighting implementation it is easy to ensure a minimum probability for each symbol by
setting the minimum size for each interval for a leaf in the decomposition tree accordingly, as explained
in paragraph 4.4. Both algorithms thus assign the same minimum probability to each individual symbol.
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The compression results are shown in table 5.1. The Context-Tree Weighting algorithm has been tested
with two 0-order estimators, namely the KT estimator as improved by Volf and the zero-redundancy
estimator, both introduced in chapter 3. The results using these estimators are shown in column “CTW-
KT” and “CTW-ZR” of table 5.1 respectively. The rightmost column shows the percentage improvement
in compression between the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm using the improved KT estimator and
the PPM-D algorithm.

file size (bytes) CTW-KT CTW-ZR PPM-D Improvement
book2 610,856 1.979 1.986 2.177 9.10 %
GB 319,044 2.423 2.425 2.622 7.59 %
NL 1,149,097 2.364 2.364 2.510 5.82 %
IT 329,581 2.323 2.317 2.507 7.34 %

Table 5.1: Compression of a single file in bpc using the CTW language model and the PPM-D language model.

The results in table 5.1 show that the performance of the two different 0-order estimators is almost
equal, and that the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm outperforms PPM-D in all cases. Since the
difference between both algorithms is roughly the same for the different language files we will focus on
English files for the next experiments, since most training texts available are in English.

5.2 Compression of user input with a trained model

In Dasher the language model does not just compress a file. When Dasher is started the language
model is trained with a training file in the language the user selects, and after that the user input is
predicted, while updating the model with the user input at the same time. So more important than the
compression of the training file is the compression of the next number of symbols, since that is what
governs the input speed attainable by the user. Therefore to compare both language models we first
compress a text with each model. This trains the model in the language of the input text. Then we
measure the compression of a number of bytes of another text, to simulate the user input. A short
letter consists of about 800 symbols and a simple grocery list consists of over 300 symbols. Therefore,
initially we assumed the average number of symbols input during a session of Dasher usage to be 500.
However, such short sequences made the test results rather inconsistent and dependent on the actual
piece of text used, so instead we use 1000 symbols of a text file to simulate the user input. This leads
to better reproducible results, while still being a realistic simulation of Dasher usage.
To train the model we used the English training text that comes with Dasher, “GB”. The 1000 symbols
of user input are taken from different text files. First of all we used “book2” and “news”, two English files
from the Calgary corpus. This represents normal Dasher usage, user input in the same language as
the training text. To check the robustness of the algorithm we also used “NL” for the user input, which
is a dutch text. Since the model is trained in English, the compression results will not be very good, but
should still be acceptable since in practice it might happen that a user accidentally selects the wrong
language or does not want to change the language of the model if he is only typing a short message
in a different language. Finally we used the same file “GB” both to train the model and to simulate the
user input. In this case the user input has actually been seen once already so the compression should
be much better. The compression results on the 1000 symbols are shown in table 5.2.
The results in table 5.2 show that the zero-redundancy estimator consistently outperforms the KT
estimator, especially in the case the user input is in a different language than the traning text. This was
expected, since the zero-redundancy estimator is known to perform better on deterministic sequences.
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user text CTW-KT CTW-ZR PPM-D Improvement
book2 2.632 2.627 2.876 8.48 %
news 3.569 3.558 3.916 8.86 %
NL 4.356 4.298 5.014 13.12 %
GB 2.058 2.040 2.175 5.38 %

Table 5.2: Compression of user input taken from different files in bpc using the CTW language model and the PPM-D
language model, after the model has been trained with the file “GB”.

Since a short sequence in a different language will lead to many new contexts (paths through the tree),
that only occur a few times, the influence of these sequences is relatively large. We also see that again
the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm consistently outperforms the PPM-D algorithm. In the ’usual’
case where the training text and the user text are in the same language, the improvement is slightly
larger than in the single file compression comparison. This is because Context-Tree Weighting takes
into account all possible tree sources, so it is more robust against small changes in writing style and
vocabulary which occur between texts from different writers in the same language. Instead of looking
for exactly the same strings, Context-Tree Weighting can also benefit from contexts that are only similar.
This becomes even more apparent when the user text is in a different language than the training text,
as the results on “NL.txt” show. Dutch and English are too different for PPM-D to work well, but the
Context-Tree Weighting method still manages to get an acceptable result. On the other hand, if the
user text is a part of the training text, the gap between the PPM-D algorithm and the Context-Tree
Weighting algorithm becomes much smaller.

5.3 Compression of user input with a user-tailored model

One of the ways to improve the performance of the Dasher language model found by the Inference
Group is to concatenate the user text to the training text. This way, the next time Dasher is started
it is trained with the extended training text, so the previously input user text is embedded into the
language model. This makes the language model more tailored to the individual Dasher user and his
style of writing. From the previous test we expect the PPM-D model to benefit more from this than the
Context-Tree Weighting model.

To verify this, we again pick a training text file and a user text file. First we concatenate 1000 symbols of
the user text to the training text. This file is then compressed to train the model. After that, another 1000
symbols of the user text are compressed. Of course it is ensured that the second group of symbols
is from a different part of the user text as the first. The compression over these last 1000 symbols is
measured, and reflects the accuracy of the predictions made by the language model for user input after
the model has been trained with a training file and some user input from a previous Dasher session.

The first row of table 5.3 shows the compression results using “news” as the training file and “GB” as
the user file. The second row of the same table shows the compression results using “GB” as the
training file, and “book2” as the user text. The bottom row shows the results when using “GB” as the
training file, and “book2” as the user text again, but this time instead of 1000 symbols, 10.000 symbols
of the user text have been concatened to the training text, emulating a user who has used Dasher
extensively before. The compression is again measured over 1000 different symbols of the user text.

The results in table 5.3 show that the two different estimators used in the Context-Tree Weighting
algorithm result in almost the same performance again. And although PPM-D, as expected, closes the
gap in performance a little bit due to the concatenated user text the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm
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user text CTW-KT CTW-ZR PPM-D Improvement
GB 2.847 2.805 3.051 6.69 %
book2 2.380 2.378 2.543 6.41 %
book2 2.295 2.296 2.448 6.25 %

Table 5.3: Compression of user input in bpc using the CTW language model and the PPM-D language model, after
the model has been trained with a training file concatenated with user input. The first row shows the
results after training the model with “news” concatenated with 1000 symbols from “GB”. The two bottom
rows show the results after training with “GB” concatenated with 1000 symbols and 10.000 symbols from
“book2” respectively.

still performs much better. When a large amount of user text is concatened to the training text the
performance of both algorithms improves of course, since the model is trained with more relevant
input. More importantly, the performance difference between both algorithms becomes only a little bit
smaller and is still significant.

5.4 Conclusions

In conclusion the results in this chapter show that the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm consistently
performs better than the PPM-D algorithm, both as a pure compression algorithm and as a language
model for use in Dasher. Even in a real life Dasher scenario where the language model is trained
with a fixed training text and a large amount of previously input user text the Context-Tree Weighting
algorithm is able to predict the next user input over six percent better than the PPM-D algorithm. The
Context-Tree Weighting algorithm has been implemented with two different zero-order estimators, the
KT estimator improved by Volf and the ZR estimator. In most experiments the performance of both
estimators is very similar. In some experiments the ZR estimator performs a little better than the
KT estimator, but it never does significantly worse. However, the KT estimator is much more intuitive.
Especially since Dasher is an open source project and interested people might want to experiment with
the language model, we prefer to use the improved KT estimator. This estimator performs on average
just as well as the ZR estimator and is easier to understand and implement. The difference between
the compression results of the Context-Tree Weighting based language model and the PPM-D based
model is shown in this chapter are all based on results obtained with this improved KT estimator.
The Context-Tree Weighting implementation needs 32 MB of memory, whereas the PPM-D imple-
mentation only uses about 6 MB and has a lower CPU usage as well. However, on current desktop
computers 32 MB of memory is not considered a lot and at a very small performance penalty our
implementation could be trimmed down to use only 16 MB of memory. Moreover, an average CPU can
easily calculate all the necessary probabilities faster than a user can input symbols. So in practice the
usability of both algorithms on desktop computers is the same, and the performance of the Context-
Tree Weighting algorithm is clearly superior. In the next chapter we investigate a way to further improve
the performance of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm.
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Chapter 6

Decreasing the model costs

In all affairs it’s a healthy thing now and then to hang a question mark on the things
you have long taken for granted.

British philosopher and mathematician Bertrand A.W. Russell (1872-1970)

In the previous chapter it has been shown that the language model based on the Context-Tree Weight-
ing implementation described in chapter 4 is over six percent better than the currently used PPM-D
based language model in a typical Dasher scenario. This is a good result, but we still look for ways
to further improve the performance of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm. In chapter 3 it has been
explained that the redundancy of the Context-Tree Weighting method can be split up in three terms.
First there is the coding redundancy, which is the redundancy caused by the arithmetic encoder. Since
in our application we do not actually encode the probabilities, this term does not play a role. Then,
there is the parameter redundancy. This term is caused by the imperfect prediction by the zero-order
estimator. Over the years researchers have tried to minimize this redundancy term. In the previous
chapter we showed the compression results with two different estimators. These results were nearly
equal. Since different approaches to minimizing the parameter redundancy have led to the same result,
we believe a minimum of the parameter redundancy has been reached, and estimating the parameters
in a different way will not lead to much improvement.

This leaves the model redundancy, the redundancy caused by the costs of the model. In this chapter
these model costs will be described, and a way to minimize these costs will be investigated. The idea
is to process the training text in Dasher, then minimize the model cost, and process the user input with
the optimized model. We thereby hope to improve the compression (the prediction) of the user input,
further increasing the input speed in Dasher.

6.1 Model costs

The model costs are the cost of not knowing the actual model of the source. Suppose we are interested
in the block probability of a certain sequence generated by a tree source. If the actual model of the
source is known, the block probability can be calculated by multiplying the parameters in the leaves of
that model. In figure 6.1 an example of a context model is shown, with an actual model of a tree source
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Figure 6.1: An actual model (arrows) and a CTW tree with fixed weight factor α.

indicated with the arrows. For this actual model the block probability of a sequence is calculated with

Pλ = P1
eP10

e P00
e . (6.1)

However, if the actual model is unknown, we can use the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm to build
a context tree, also shown in figure 6.1, to calculate the block probability. As has been described in
chapter 3, the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm calculates two block probabilities in each node, and
weights them together. In the description of the algorithm in previous chapters the weight of these
probabilities has been assumed 1

2 , but arbitrary weights can be used. The general weight equation is

Ps
w (x t−1

t−D) = αPe(as,bs) + (1−α)P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D), (6.2)

where α ∈ [0,1] is called the weight factor. With (6.2) the block probability of a sequence can be
calculated as follows:

Pλ
w = αPλ

e (aλ,bλ) + (1−α)P0λ
w (x t−1

t−D)P1λ
w (x t−1

t−D)

= αPλ
e (aλ,bλ) + (1−α)(αP1

e (a1,b1) + (1−α)P01λ
w (x t−1

t−D)P11λ
w (x t−1

t−D))

× (αP0
e (a0,b0) + (1−α)P00λ

w (x t−1
t−D)P10λ

w (x t−1
t−D)) · · · . (6.3)

If we assume the leaves of the actual model give a much better prediction than the other nodes of
the Context-Tree Weighting model, the block probability Pλ

w mainly consists of the contribution of these
leaves. That contribution is

αP1
e (a1,b1)(1−α)αP00

e (a00,b00)αP10
e (a10,b10))(1−α). (6.4)

The difference between the block probabilities calculated with (6.1) and (6.4) are the model costs. It is
clear that the model costs consist of a factor α for each leaf of the actual model, and a factor 1−α for
each internal node of the actual model. To be able to express the model costs in terms of the number
of leaves of the actual model, we need to know the relation between the number of internal nodes n of
the model and the number of leaves |S|. For an m-ary alphabet each leaf of the model can be replaced
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by an internal node with m leaves, which results in an increase of one internal node and m−1 leaves.
By starting with a memoryless model consisting of only a single leaf the model can be constructed
as such. By using this method it is clear that the relation between internal nodes and leafs can be
expressed as

|S| = (m−1)n + 1

n =
|S|−1

m−1
. (6.5)

The block probability in the root of the tree is thus diminished with a factor

α|S|(1−α)
|S|−1
m−1 . (6.6)

In the basic Context-Tree Weighting algorithm as presented in chapter 3, where a binary tree with
weight factor α = (1−α) = 1

2 is considered, this factor equals

1

2

|S|+|S|−1

= 2−(2|S|−1). (6.7)

This is an upper bound to the influence of the model costs on the compression, that only holds if the
leaves of the actual model are the only leaves in the Context-Tree Weighting tree that give a good
prediction. In practice the other leaves that the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm weights will also
contribute to the block probability Pλ

w , decreasing the influence of the model costs.
We want to measure the influence of the model cost on the total performance of the Context-Tree
Weighting algorithm, to see if the model costs result in a significant increase in the code word length
in practice. Since in this chapter we are only interested in the model costs, other influences on the
compression should be avoided. A main influence is the increased adaptivity to changing statistics of
the source, introduced by halving the counts a and b when a maximum value for one of the counts
is reached, as explained in chapter 4. To prevent this artificial adaptivity we do not want to halve
the counts during the assessment of the model costs. However, the implementation described in
chapter 4 can only be used when the counts are bounded. Therefore, a different implementation
is required for the experiments in this chapter, allowing the counts a and b to become very large.
For these experiments we are only interested in the block probabilities of the input sequences, so the
probabilities do not need to be calculated sequentially. Calculating the block probabilities once after the
entire input sequence is counted can speed up the algorithm considerably. Therefore, we implemented
the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm in a different way for the experiments in this chapter. In this
implementation, first the input sequence is processed. In this step the context tree is built using the
same tree structure as described in chapter 4. The number of zeros and ones in each node is counted
and stored in 32 bit variables, allowing files of several gigabytes to be processed without the counts
overflowing. After all the characters have been counted, the log2 of the local probability Pe(as,bs),
estimated using the basic KT 0-order estimator described in chapter 3 is calculated, using an approx-
imation of the logGamma function described by Gordon (Gordon [1994]). With this approximation the
probabilities are calculated in the logarithmic domain to be able to deal with the potentially very small
probabilities, in a way similar to the Context-Tree Weighting implementation described in Willems and
Tjalkens [1997].
To be able to assess the influence of the model costs on the total code word length, a number of
input sequences of different length is compressed with and without measuring the model costs, using
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a context tree of depth D = 6. The sequences are taken from “book2”, an English book from the
Calgary Corpus (Calgary [1989]). The results are shown in table 6.1. First the file is compressed
using the basic Context-Tree Weighting algorithm with α = 1−α = 1

2 . The resulting code word length,
including the model cost, in bits per character (bpc) is shown in the second column of table 6.1. As
discussed, the implementation used to carry out the experiments in this chapter is different from the
implementation described in chapter 4, leading to slightly different compression results. However,
since we are interested in the influence of the model costs, and these model costs only depend on the
number of leaves of the actual model, we assume the relative influence of the model costs on the total
code word length is the same for both implementations.
To exclude the model costs, after the whole input sequence is processed the probability in each node
is calculated as follows:

Ps
z (x t−1

t−D)
△
= max(Pe(as,bs),P0s

z (x t−1
t−D)P1s

z (x t−1
t−D)). (6.8)

This way only the probabilities in the leaves of the model are used to calculate the block probability of
the input sequence, and the leaves are here defined as the node closest to the root of the tree where
the local probability is larger than the weighted probability of the children of that node. Since there is no
weighting there are no model costs involved, we select the model that maximizes the block probability
in the root of the context tree. The resulting code word length in bpc is shown in the third column of
table 6.1.
By subtracting the result thus obtained from the compression result obtained with the basic algorithm
the model costs are found, as shown in the rightmost column of table 6.1.

Number of symbols
bpc with bpc without model costs
α = 1

2 model costs in bpc
100 5.73 4.94 0.79

1,000 4.22 3.68 0.54
5,000 3.46 3.03 0.43
10,000 3.12 2.77 0.35
20,000 2.86 2.53 0.33
50,000 2.50 2.24 0.26
100,000 2.33 2.13 0.20
300,000 2.01 1.86 0.15
600,000 1.95 1.83 0.12

Table 6.1: Influence of the model costs on the total redundancy.

Actually what is shown in the rightmost column of the table are not the real model costs. The Context-
Tree Weighting algorithm always weights all models that fit in the context tree together, so the second
column shows the code word length including the model costs but also including the effects of weighting
other models with the actual model. This effect decreases the model costs. With the Context-Tree
Weighting method it is only possible to measure the combined parameter and model redundancy,
even though the upper bounds to these terms can be evaluated independently. When we talk about
the model costs of the Context-Tree Weighting method we mean the model costs combined with the
effects of weighting other models with the actual model.
It is seen from the rightmost column of table 6.1 that the model costs have a significant influence
especially on short sequences. The algorithm starts with an empty model. Therefore, many of the first
few symbols will expand the model, both the Context-Tree Weighting model as the actual model. This
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leads to comparatively high model costs per character. As the input sequence gets longer the model
grows, so more and more of the input symbols fit into the model already created, so the actual model
expands more slowly. The incremental model costs thus decrease, lowering the total model costs per
character. In texts the number of suffixes is almost infinite, and many of the possible suffixes actually
occur in texts, so the actual model will continue to grow even for very long input sequences. (If this
was not the case, there would already be a known ’actual’ model for a language.) This is assuming the
entire input is generated by the same source. However, in the Dasher scenario, a model built from an
input of one source (the training text) is used to compress a short sequence of a different source (the
user input). Input from a different source will make the actual mode grow faster because less symbols
will fit into the model constructed so far. So even though we train with a relatively long input sequence,
we expect the model costs could have a significant influence on the total performance of the language
model based on the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm in Dasher.

6.2 Minimizing model costs

Now that it has been shown that the model costs have a significant influence on the performance of
the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm, we will look for a way to minimize these costs. The model cost
are a function of α and |S|. We can not influence the latter variable, so we focus our attention on α.
In the basic Context-Tree Weighting algorithm there is a single α for the entire tree. Can we optimize
this α? The optimal α is based on the expected average number of child nodes d of the actual model.
As seen in the beginning of this chapter, the model costs are a factor α for each leaf |S| of the actual
model, and a factor 1−α for each internal node of the actual model. The relation between the number
of leaves and internal nodes of the actual model leading to (6.6) assumes a full tree, where each
internal node of the actual model has a leaf for every alphabet symbol. In text compression this is not
the case, the average number of child nodes d is often much less than the alphabet size m, because in
a natural language many possible combinations of characters are meaningless, and thus do not occur
in the input. Since every internal node of our actual model has on average d children, the relation
between leaves and internal nodes becomes

|S| = (d −1)n + 1

n =
|S|−1

d −1
. (6.9)

So the model costs are

α|S|(1−α)
|S|−1

d−1

= (1−α)
−1

d−1 [αd−1(1−α)]
|S|
d−1 . (6.10)

Since in general |S| >> 1 the first term, outside the square brackets, can be ignored. The power of
the term within brackets is a fixed number, depending on the tree structure itself. We want to find αopt

that maximizes the term within the square brackets. Instead of maximizing the term within the square
brackets, we can also maximize the natural logarithm of that term. The maximum value of the term will
be different, but since the natural logarithm is a monotonic rising function the maximum will be reached
for the same value of α, which is what we are interested in.

αopt = argmax
α

[αd−1(1−α)]

= argmax
α

[(d −1)lnα+ ln(1−α)]. (6.11)
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To solve (6.11) we take the derivative with respect to α and set it to zero:

d −1

α
+

−1

1−α
= 0

(d −1)(1−α) = α

(d −1) = αd

α =
d −1

d
. (6.12)

From (6.12) it is clear that αopt gets closer to one when the average number of child nodes d increases.
This makes sense, since if d is bigger there will be more leafs compared to the number of internal nodes
of the actual model, so the model costs of each leaf should decrease, which is achieved by increasing
α.

This looks to be a promising way to find a better α. After a text has been processed, the actual
model can be found with (6.8), and the average number of child nodes of the internal nodes of the
actual model can be counted. To be able to verify the result, and to see the influence of a fixed α for
the whole tree on the compression performance, we first compressed a number of texts with different
values for α. The results for “book2” are shown in figure 6.2. The compression is best for α = 0.56 for
this text, but the gain as compared with α = 1

2 is less than 0.5%.
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Figure 6.2: Influence of α on the compression performance.

For other files similar results were found, with the optimum α between 0.55 and 0.65, and the com-
pression gain as compared with α = 0.5 never more than 0.5 %. It is clear that optimizing α for the
whole Context-Tree Weighting tree does not work. The model costs do have a significant contribution
to the redundancy, as is shown in table 6.1, but to minimize the model costs one free parameter is not
enough. Since the tree is not homogenous, α needs to be optimized for every part of the tree instead
of for the whole tree at once.
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Instead of trying to find a single optimal α for the entire tree, we could optimize α for every node of the
tree. It is easy to see that this would result in α being either zero or one, thus leading to the actual
model as found with (6.8). Although this works well for a two pass method, in which after processing an
input sequence the best model to describe that sequence is sought, it will not work well in the Dasher
scenario. By only taking into account the model that fits the training text best, the adaptivity of the
algorithm to the changing source statistics is lost. With α being zero or one, there is no weighting
anymore, thus the whole concept of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm is lost. By artificially limiting
the range of α some adaptivity could be ensured. However, in the situation the encoded stream needs
to be decoded, having to transmit an α for each individual node would lead to high overhead, probably
costing more bits than could be gained by optimizing α.
Intuitively we expect that α should depend on the depth in the tree. Close to the root of the tree we
expect more internal nodes, and further away from the root we expect more leafs. Because after a
context of a single character in text there is a comparatively high number of likely characters that can
follow this context, most nodes at low depth will have a high number of useful child nodes that give good
predictions. If the context consists of say, five characters, only a very small number of likely characters
to follow the context remain, so the local estimate in the node can be quite good, leading to a higher
number of leafs at these high depths.
So we want to optimize α per depth. In chapter 3 it has been mentioned that to make the Context-Tree
Weighting algorithm more suitable for text compression, binary decomposition is used. In chapter 4 the
tree structure used in our implementation has been shown. The context tree is divided in 255 subtrees,
one for each bit following all possible combinations of the previous bits of the current symbol. This
leads to three options to group the nodes at each depth.

• First of all, all nodes in all subtrees at a certain depth could be grouped together, leading to
D different αs, one for each depth for the entire tree. Since the subtrees have very different
statistics this will probably lead to poor results. For example, it is known that the first bit of an
ASCII encoded symbol is zero. Therefore, the first subtree is deterministic. In a deterministic
subtree the 0-order estimate is always at least as good as the weighted estimate of the children,
so even in the root of the subtree α should be one. In general however, we expect the optimal
α to be close to zero at low depths. Combining a deterministic subtree with non-deterministic
subtrees will thus yield suboptimal results for both categories of subtrees.

• The second option is to group the subtrees per bit, leading to a set of D optimized αs for each
bit plane. Since in our application the input symbols are bytes, we would obtain 8D different
αs. Sending this limited number of αs to a decoder could be cost effective, i.e. the added
bits needed to transmit the αs could be less than the gain achieved by using the optimized αs.
Another favorable point of this method is that now the number of observations on which each α
is based is the same. Every processed symbol has of course 1 bit in every bit plane, so every
symbol will lead to exactly one count for each of the groups of subtrees.

• The third option is to group the nodes only per subtree, so every subtree and every depth has
its own optimal α assigned to it, resulting in 255D αs in our case. This method is less elegant,
and sending this amount of αs to a decoder would be costly. At the same time, we expect the
compression results to be superior. The whole reason to decompose the context tree in 255
different subtrees is that it improves the compression. Apparently each bit can best be predicted
with a different model, and each model not only depends on the bit itself but also on the previous
bits of the same symbol. By optimizing the αs for each subtree individually, we minimize the
model cost for each individual (sub)model, instead of trying to minimize the model costs of a
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combination of different models. The downside of this method is that some subtrees will have
a small number of observations to base the optimization on. For example, for the last bit there
are 128 different subtrees, depending on the previous bits of the symbol. Some combinations
of previous bits will almost never occur in a the training sequence, leaving the corresponding
subtree almost empty. This will lead to a model which could be much smaller than the actual
model we are looking for, and optimizing α based on little information might make the deviation
between our model and the actual model even larger.

The latter two approaches seem promising, so we will investigate them both.

6.3 Optimizing α per depth

We will optimize α per depth of each subtree and per depth of each bit plane. The situation (for both
cases) is depicted in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: A CTW tree with a weight factor αd for each depth.

The model costs amount to αd for each leaf of the actual model at depth d and 1−αd for each internal
node of the actual model at depth d . Minimizing the model costs for a depth is the same as maximizing
the probability over all nodes s on a certain depth d <= D. Each node has a certain Pe(as,bs) and
P0s

w P1s
w assigned to it. We use β to denote the ratio of these probabilities as in chapter 3. Then we can

write our goal as follows:

αopt
d = argmax

αd
∏

s

αd Ps
e + (1−αd )P0s

w P1s
w

∝ argmax
αd

∑
s

log(αdβs + 1−αd ). (6.13)

To find the optimum value αopt
d we can set the derivative of the terms over which we sum in (6.13)

equal to zero, and solve the resulting equation (6.14) for αd .

αopt
d = arg

αd
∑
s

βs −1

αdβs + 1−αd
= 0. (6.14)
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To be able to solve (6.14) we need to make several assumptions about the distribution of the βs on the
depth d . First of all we assume βs is a random stochastic variable, so instead of the value of βs we
can talk about the expected value of βs. We also assume that the βss of all nodes are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Because of the i.i.d. assumption, we can sum over the expectations
instead of calculate the expectation of the sum of the βss. These assumptions allow us to write (6.14)
as

αopt
d = arg

αd

1

|β| ∑s

βs −1

αdβs + 1−αd
= 0

= arg
αd

∑
β

p(β)
β−1

αdβ + 1−αd
= 0. (6.15)

If we now assume that node s is either a leaf with Pe(as,bs) >> P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D), or an internal

node with Pe(as,bs) << P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D), there are only two possible values for βs, βs >> 1 with
probability Pl and βs << 1 with probability Pn = 1−Pl . In that case (6.15) becomes:

αopt
d = arg

αd

Pl (
1

αd
) + (1−Pl )(

1

αd −1
) = 0 (6.16)

Pl (
1

αd
) = (Pl −1)(

1

αd −1
)

Pl (αd −1) = (Pl −1)αd

αopt
d = Pl . (6.17)

So (6.17) shows that to find the optimum αd for all nodes at depth d we only have to find Pl , which
comes down to counting the number of nodes at that depth, where β is larger than one, divided by
the total number of nodes at that depth. To verify that this approach leads to a good estimation of the
optimum αd , we calculated

∑
s

log(αdβs + 1−αd ), (6.18)

for αd = 0,0.01, · · ·0.99,1 to find the α that maximizes (6.18). This is αopt
d as can be seen from (6.13).

There existed a large difference between the approximated α̂opt
d found with our probabilistic estimation

and αopt
d found by brute force for most depths. It turned out our assumption that βs >> 1 or βs << 1

was wrong. Often one node would be a real leaf, with βs >> 1, but many other nodes at that depth
would have βs < 1, just below one. Our approximation resulted in a very small αd , while the real optimal
αopt

d would be close to one. We tried several other, more sophisticated methods to approximate the
distribution of the βss to be able to find a good α̂opt

d , but none of these methods was able to consistently
come close to αopt

d we found by searching the entire range [0,1] of possible values for αd . Therefore
we decided to use this brute force method in the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm to find αopt

d . This
is a crude approach, but at this point we are only interested to find out if the method of adjusting αd is
succesful. If so, a more elegant way to find αopt

d can be sought.
With the described brute force method some experiments have been carried out. The compression in
bpc of the first x symbols of the file “book2” are shown in table 6.2. These results are obtained with a
model depth D = 6. With a maximum depth D = 9 the results are almost exactly equal.
The rightmost column shows the results when α is optimized per depth of each bit plane, the column
to the left of that shows the results for an optimized αd for each subtree. From the results it is clear
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Number of symbols α = 1
2

α optimized α optimized
per subtree per bit plane

100 5.73 5.21 5.68
1,000 4.22 4.07 4.22
5,000 3.46 3.39 3.46
10,000 3.12 3.08 3.12
20,000 2.86 2.84 2.86
50,000 2.50 2.49 2.50
100,000 2.33 2.33 2.33
300,000 2.01 2.02 2.02
600,000 1.95 1.96 1.95

Table 6.2: Compression of a number of symbols from “book2” in bpc, after optimizing α per depth in different ways.

that only for very short sequences optimizing α has an effect. As seen before, the model costs have
a relatively high influence on the total compression for short sequences. Another observation is that
optimizing αd per bit plane results in almost the same performance as not optimizing at all. Apparently
the subtrees in each bit plane are so different from each other that combining them leads to an average
model for which αopt

d is close to 1
2 . This is more or less the same behavior we noticed when trying to

optimize α for the entire tree, there are not enough free parameters to really gain something. Therefore,
from this point on we will focus on optimizing α per depth of each individual subtree.
With our method to do that, we see from table 6.2 that on long sequences there is even a slight negative
effect! Obviously we are not optimizing the right thing. As is clear from (6.13) we optimize over all nodes
s at depth d . However, as been explained in the first section of this chapter, the model costs depend
on the leaves and internal nodes of the actual model. Therefore, we should only take the nodes of the
actual model into account when maximizing table 6.2.

6.4 Exclusion

Since we should only take nodes of the actual model into account when maximizing (6.13), we need
to exclude nodes at depth d that are not part of the actual model in the calculation of αopt

d with (6.15).
The nodes that need to be excluded are all child nodes of leaves of the actual model, so all child
nodes of nodes where Pe(as,bs) ≥ P0s

w (x t−1
t−D)P1s

w (x t−1
t−D). This leads to a problem: P0s

w (x t−1
t−D)P1s

w (x t−1
t−D)

is calculated from the leaves of the model up to the root, but exclusion has to be done from the root
down to the leaves. Exclusion based on αd changes the P0s

w (x t−1
t−D)P1s

w (x t−1
t−D), which influences αd

again. Therefore the way to exclude nodes is with an iterative process. The question is, will this
process converge? Excluding nodes will increase the weighted probability of the non-excluded nodes
at that depth, since the αd will after exclusion be based only those non-excluded nodes. In the parents
of the non-excluded nodes the P0s

w (x t−1
t−D)P1s

w (x t−1
t−D) will thus increase. In those nodes by definition

Pe(as,bs) ≤ P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D), else their child nodes would have been excluded already, so an

increase in P0s
w (x t−1

t−D)P1s
w (x t−1

t−D) should not change the status of those nodes from internal node to
leaf of the actual model. However, when αd for the depth of the parents is optimized, this could result
in more weight being given to the local estimate on that depth. This increases Pe(as,bs), possibly
turning the internal nodes of the actual model into leafs. So there are two opposing forces at work in
every single node. It is very hard to predict which force will dominate, or even if one of the two will
dominate at all. So it is unclear if (and if so, when) this process of iterative exclusion will converge.
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w using αd

Since so far the results of optimizing αd have been disappointing, we first want to see if optimizing αd

after exclusion improves the compression performance at all, before further investigating the possibly
problematic iterative exclusion. Therefore, we start with a simple approximation. After processing the
input sequence, for every node Ps

w (x t−1
t−D) is calculated using α = 1

2 from leaf to root. Based on these
probabilities the exclusion is carried out once from root to leaf. Then, for each depth the αd is optimized
using (6.15), taking only the non-excluded nodes into account.
The compression results achieved with this method are listed in table 6.3. Again input sequences taken
from “book2” are used, with the maximum depth of the model D = 6.

Number of symbols α = 1
2

αd optimized αd optimized per
per subtree subtree after exclusion

100 5.73 5.21 5.21
1,000 4.22 4.07 4.07
5,000 3.46 3.39 3.39
10,000 3.12 3.08 3.07
20,000 2.86 2.84 2.83
50,000 2.50 2.49 2.48
100,000 2.33 2.33 2.32
300,000 2.01 2.02 2.01
600,000 1.95 1.96 1.95

Table 6.3: Compression of a number of symbols from “book2” in bpc, after optimizing αd with and without exclusion.

From table 6.3 we see that optimizing αd after exclusion never decreases the compression perfor-
mance as compared with α = 1

2 . So with this method we are really optimizing what we want. However,
the influence on the compression performance is still very small, except for very short input sequences.
The calculated αd s with and without exclusion are actually quite different, but the combined effect on
the compression result is very small.
Although from table 6.1 it is clear that even on long input sequences the model costs have a significant
contribution to the code word length, it seems we are unable to reduce this influence. Currently we
search for αopt

d that maximizes the probability for each depth of the tree. However, what we really
want is to maximize the probability in the root of the tree. With our current method, optimizing αd per
subtree after exclusion based on α = 1

2 , leafs close to the root of the tree are penalized in two ways.
First of all the child nodes of these leafs are excluded, so the αd s on lower depths are not optimized
for these nodes. This will lower the weighted probability of the children, P0s

w (x t−1
t−D)P1s

w (x t−1
t−D), for these

leafs. Secondly, close to the root of the tree on average there will be more internal nodes than leaves
of the actual model. Therefore, αd at the depth of these leafs will give extra weight to this lowered
P0s

w (x t−1
t−D)P1s

w (x t−1
t−D). Apparently what we win further away from the root is lost again in leaves close

to the root. Instead of maximizing the probability per depth, we should maximize the probability in the
root of the (sub)tree.

6.5 Maximizing Pλ
w using αd

Exclusion based on α = 1
2 does enable a better optimization of αd , leading to a slightly better com-

pression, but still the results are disappointing. Full iterative exclusion might improve the compression
results a bit more. Still, even with iterative exclusion αd would be optimized to maximize the probability
per depth of the subtree. Because of the influence of weighting many models this may not lead to
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the maximum probability in the root of the subtree, Pλ
w . The αd that maximizes the probability in the

non-excluded nodes at its depth may actually decrease the probability attainable at depths closer to the
root. To see if it is possible to increase Pλ

w using αd , we will vary αd for each depth and calculate Pλ
w

for all combinations. If this leads to a substantial improvement in compression performance a method
to find these αd s in a more practical way can be developed.

To ensure we find the αd s that maximize Pλ
w , each αd ∈ [0,1] will be varied in steps of 0.05. Obviously

this leads to many possible combinations. Since calculating Pλ
w for each combination of αd s is com-

putationally intensive, we will restrict our search to a single subtree instead of the entire context tree.
Since in the previous methods we also focused on αopt

d per subtree the relative influence of αd on the
compression results is comparable.

The subtree we choose to optimize is subtree 1, which is the subtree in bit plane 1 corresponding to
the first bit being a zero. (The structure of the decomposition tree can be found in chapter 4, figure 4.2.)
In ASCII files the first bit is always zero, so this subtree will contain exactly one observation (count)
for each input symbol. Again “book2” is the source of the input sequences we compressed. Now the
compression result is not measured in bpc but in average bits per second bit of the input symbol. To
be able to compare the results found with this optimization scheme we also extracted the results using
the previously discussed methods for the same subtree and the same input sequence. The results are
shown in table 6.4.

Number of symbols α = 1
2

α optimized α optimized per Pλ
w without

per depth depth after exclusion optimized model costs
100 0.8437 0.8118 0.8117 0.8113 0.7022

1,000 0.6236 0.6233 0.6213 0.6209 0.5330
5,000 0.4616 0.4616 0.4576 0.4573 0.3922

10,000 0.3830 0.3849 0.3792 0.3794 0.3276
20,000 0.3581 0.3574 0.3546 0.3546 0.3064
50,000 0.2874 0.2893 0.2856 0.2855 0.2526
100,000 0.2661 0.2684 0.2652 0.2647 0.2389
300,000 0.2398 0.2421 0.2390 0.2388 0.2205
600,000 0.2248 0.2267 0.2242 0.2241 0.2098

Table 6.4: Compression results of a number of symbols from “book2” for subtree 1 in average bits per second bit of
the input symbols.

From the second column from the right of table 6.4 it is clear that even optimizing αd to maximize Pλ
w

does not reduce the influence of the model costs much. Apparently varying αd does not help much, the
model costs still have to be paid. The αd s found with this exhaustive search are markedly different from
the αd s found by optimizing per depth, but the influence on the code word length is limited. Optimizing
αd per depth after exclusion based on α = 1

2 (4th column from the left) comes close to the best we can
do by varying αd . This means iterative exclusion will not improve the compression results.

As said, αd is varied in steps of 0.05 for our exhaustive search. The resulting compression turned out
to be a fairly smooth function of these αd s, similar to what was found for varying α for the entire tree,
as shown in figure 6.2. Therefore we tried to further increase Pλ

w by varying each αd in steps of 0.005
around the optimum found with the inital method. For an input sequence of 600,000 symbols from
“book2” this refinement resulted in an improvement of 0.0001 bits per second bit of the input symbols,
a negligbe improvement.
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6.6 Compression in the Dasher scenario

So far it has been shown that optimizing α only shows a significant compression gain on short input
sequences, regardless of how α is optimized. In Dasher the model is trained with a training text of
considerable length. However, the user input in Dasher is generated by a different writer than the
training text. So the user input is predicted with a model of a source different from the source that
generates this user input. In this section we will investigate if changing the model by optimizing αd

improves the prediction accuracy. The Dasher scenario we consider is the same as described in
chapter 5: on start-up Dasher builds a model from a training text in the language the user selects.
Next, the user input is predicted using that model, updating the model with the user input at the same
time. The user input is concatenated with the training text, so the next time Dasher is started the
previously processed user input is included in the model. So more interesting than the compression
of a single text is the compression of the user input with a trained model. Since the amount of text a
user will input in each session of Dasher usage is small compared to the length of the training text,
optimizing the model based on the training text could result in a better model to predict the user input.
We will compare the compression of the user input using three methods. First of all, we use the
Context-Tree Weighting algorithm with a single α = 1

2 for the whole tree. This is our benchmark method.
Then we use αd optimized per depth of each subtree, and αd optimized per depth of each subtree
after exclusion based on α = 1

2 . The latter method appears to approximate the best possible result,
optimizing Pλ

w , quite well, as can be seen from table 6.4. The method of optimizing αd without exclusion
might be interesting, since in the Dasher scenario the actual model found with exclusion is not what we
are looking for: exclusion results in the actual model of the training text concatenated with a little user
input, rather than the actual model describing the source generating the user input. By not excluding
nodes we ensure that the nodes of the actual model describing the source generating the user input is
included in the nodes we use to optimize αd . (Of course, assuming that this model is in the class of
tree models of depth D, which is the basic assumption instigating us to use the Context-Tree Weighting
method.)

First we train the model using “GB” as the training text. This is the file Dasher currently uses to train the
model on start-up if the selected input language is English. The maximum depth of our Context-Tree
Weighting model is again D = 6. The compression of input sequences of several user files is measured
for the three methods described above. Just like in chapter 5 we estimate the user input per Dasher
session to be 500−2000 characters. The user files are “GB”, meaning that the user input is from the
same source as the training text, “book2”, which is a book written in the same language as the training
text, “NL”, the training text in Dutch used by Dasher, and “IT”, the Italian training text used by Dasher.
The compression results in bpc are listed in table 6.5.
In table 6.5 we see that optimizing α has a negative effect in the Dasher scenario! By adjusting the
model after the training text it becomes more tailored to that training text, and apparently less suitable
for predicting input generated by other sources. In all cases α = 1

2 performs best. Also optimizing αd

without exclusion leads to the worst compression, resulting in an increase of the average bpc of up to
5%.

As said, Dasher concatenates the user input to the training text. From chapter 5 we know that this has
a large positive influence on the compression of the next chunk of user input. To test of this positive
influence is enhanced or diminished by optimizing αd , we now use “GB” with 1000 symbols of user
input concatenated to it, and compress another sequence of user input of varying length taken from
the same user file. The compression results are shown in table 6.6.
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User- Number of
α = 1

2

α optimized α optimized per
text Symbols per depth depth after exclusion
gb 500 1.99 2.10 2.02
gb 1000 2.01 2.10 2.04
gb 2000 1.94 2.03 1.97

book2 500 2.97 2.99 2.98
book2 1000 2.64 2.64 2.64
book2 2000 2.43 2.43 2.43

nl 500 4.57 4.66 4.60
nl 1000 4.34 4.41 4.36
nl 2000 4.29 4.35 4.31
it 500 4.44 4.51 4.48
it 1000 4.21 4.28 4.25
it 2000 3.89 3.96 3.92

Table 6.5: Compression of user input of different length in bpc, after training the model with “GB”.

User- Number of
α = 1

2

α optimized α optimized per
text Symbols per depth depth after exclusion

book2 500 2.27 2.27 2.26
book2 1000 2.30 2.29 2.28
book2 2000 2.24 2.24 2.23

nl 500 4.33 4.39 4.34
nl 1000 4.12 4.17 4.13
nl 2000 4.11 4.16 4.12
it 500 3.97 4.01 3.97
it 1000 3.87 3.92 3.88
it 2000 3.62 3.67 3.64

Table 6.6: Compression of user input of different length in bpc, after training the model with “GB” concatenated with
1000 symbols of the user text.

From table 6.6 we see that even a little bit of user input greatly improves the compression result.
This was already known from the results in chapter 5. Furthermore, we see that optimizing αd in
this situation improves the compression a little bit as compared with the basic Context-Tree Weighting
algorithm, as long as the training text and the user input are in the same language. This is normally
the case in Dasher. Maybe the part of the model based on the training text that differs most from the
model generating the user input becomes irrelevant due to the concatenated user input, making the
resulting model after optimizing more suited to predict the user input.
Encouraged by the results obtained with the user input taken from “book2”, we tried concatenating
more user input to the training text. However, although adding 5.000 and 10.000 symbols of user input
to the training text further improved the compression result for all three compression methods (which
was expected), the relative differences between the methods remained the same.

If the training language and the user language are different, optimizing αd will only decrease the
compression. This makes sense since optimizing αd favors the model of the training text which is
obviously different from that of the user input if that input is in a different language. In all cases
optimizing αd without exclusion decreases compression performance.
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6.7 Concluding thoughts

In this chapter several methods to decrease the model costs by optimizing the weight factor α have
been described. By comparing these methods with an exhaustive search over α ∈ [0,1] to optimize
Pλ

w we can conclude that optimizing αd per depth and per subtree after exclusion based on α = 1
2 is a

good approximation. However, even with these optimized αd s the compression performance does not
improve much except for very short sequences.
Using the optimized αd s in the Dasher scenario can result in a very small performance gain, if the
training text is not too different from the user input, and if some user input has already been concate-
nated to the training text. This is usually the case. If there is no user text available yet to add to the
training text, or if the user text is very different from the training text, optimizing αd has a small negative
influence on the predictions. Since the possible gain is very small, and there is a risk of decreasing
the performance, we advice not to optimize the αd s in Dasher, but to use the Context-Tree Weighting
algorithm with a fixed α = 1

2 .

Although the model costs cause a significant increase in the code word length, decreasing their
influence by optimizing αd seems impossible. What could be the reason for this? Our assumption
was that all nodes at a certain depth have similar statistics. Intuitively we expected a gradual shift from
internal nodes close to the root to leafs at lower depths. In that case αd should gradually increase from
zero close to the root to one at depth D. However, optimizing αd showed different results. Because of
the number of different αd s we did not show their exact values in this chapter, but for most subtrees
αd was indeed small close to the root, ≈ 0.2, but soon increased to 0.5−0.6 for lower depths. Since
the block probability depends on the logarithm of αd rather than on αd itself, a change from 0.2 to 0.6
does not have much influence.
Apparently our assumption was wrong. There is no gradual shift from internal nodes to leafs throughout
the tree. The leafs of the actual model are scattered over all depths of the tree. Therefore, what is
gained in one branch by adjusting αd is lost in another branch. In retrospect, this could have been
expected. The reason why we advocate the Context-Tree Weighting method is because we expect the
model to have leaves at different depths. If most leaves of the actual model would be at the same depth
L, the best way to describe this model would not be with the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm but with
an L-order finite-state Markov model. On a positive note, these results do show that the Context-Tree
Weighting algorithm is very robust. Changing the parameter α does not have a large influence on the
performance. This means the method is very universal, even if a fixed α is not optimal to model a
specific source the deviation from the optimal performance is small.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

No problem can withstand the assault of sustained thinking.

French writer and philosopher Voltaire (1694-1778)

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis the main results of the graduation project have been described. The PPM-D based
language model currently used in Dasher tries to model text with a fixed order finite state Markov
model. From the experimental results with this method we believe text is better modeled using a tree
model. The Context-Tree Weighting algorithm is able to weight the predictions of all possible tree
models with a maximum depth up to a parameter D together. Therefore, a Dasher language model
based on the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm is expected to perform better than the PPM-D based
model.
Since a part of the implementation of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm is patented a novel im-
plementation of the algorithm has been developed. This implementation uses only integer arithmetic.
Instead of using the patented technique of storing the ratio of two block probabilities in each node,
scaled versions of both block probabilities are stored. Additionally, the structure of the decomposition
tree has been improved, making it easy to guarantee a minimum symbol probability.
This implementation has been integrated into Dasher, and the performance has been compared with
the PPM-based language model currently used by Dasher. The Context-Tree Weighting based lan-
guage model offers an improvement in prediction performance of more than six percent. This is
expected to result in a six percent increase in input speed. The results obtained by simulating the
Dasher scenario showed that the Context-Tree Weighting method especially outperforms PPM-D when
there is a relatively large difference between the input text and the used training text. In normal Dasher
usage this could often be the case. The Context-Tree Weighting based language model requires 32
MB of memory when the training text is in the order of 1 MB, as the training texts currently used by
Dasher are. The memory usage can be decreased to 24 MB at the cost of a small speed penalty,
and even to 16 MB if we are willing to accept a small prediction performance penalty, in the order of
0.5%. The PPM-based language model requires around 7 MB of memory. The PPM-based language
model is faster in calculating the predictions as well. However, even on older desktop PCs the Context-
Tree Weighting algorithm predicts the characters faster than any user can input them, so the speed
advantage of PPM is not noticable in practice. Since on desktop PCs using 32 MB of memory is also
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not a problem nowadays, we feel the increase in prediction performance far outweighs the increase
in system resource usage. Therefore we strongly advice to use the Context-Tree Weighting based
language model in Dasher in future versions aimed at usage on desktop PCs.

Finally, a method to decrease the model costs of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm has been inves-
tigated. First it has been shown that the model costs have a significant influence on the compression
performance of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm. The model costs can be influenced with a weight
factor α. This weight factor is used in every node of the context tree. However, to retain the adaptivity
of the algorithm, α is varied for each depth of the tree rather than for each individual node. A pleasant
side effect is that the number of αs that is varied is limited, so these αs can be transmitted to a
decoder without adding much overhead. Several methods to find the optimal weight factor for each
depth have been researched. Unfortunately varying the weight factor α per depth of the context tree
does not significantly decrease the model redundancy. In fact, when there is a large difference between
the training text and the user input the optimized αd actually decreases the compression performance.
Because by changing αd to give more weight to the best model to predict the training text, the adaptivity
of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm is decreased. If the best model to predict the training text does
not fit the user text well, the added weight given to this model hurts the prediction of the user input.
In Dasher it may occur that the difference between the user input and the training text is rather large.
Since the possible gain by adjusting αd is small and in some cases there may even be a negative
effect, we advise not to adjust αd , but rather to use the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm with a fixed
α = 1

2 in the Dasherlanguage model.

7.2 Future work

During this graduation project we focused on implementing the Context-Tree Weighting compression
algorithm as a language model in Dasher, and achieving the best possible compression performance.
However, it may be possible to improve Dasher further, by making the Context-Tree Weighting algo-
rithm suited for use in MobileDasher, by combining Context-Tree Weighting with other methods, or by
combining models of several languages into a single model.

7.2.1 Using CTW in MobileDasher

As has been explained in chapter 2, Dasher is not only used on desktop PCs but also in mobile
applications. While for the desktop version the prediction performance is the most important feature
of the used language model, in mobile applications the balance between prediction performance and
system resource usage is more delicate. Currently MobileDasher uses a language model based on
PPM-D with maximum order 4, as compared to a maximum order of 5 for the desktop version of Dasher.
This hurts prediction performance but lowers the memory usage and the number of computations that
need to be performed by the language model. The Context-Tree Weighting implementation aimed
at desktop PCs uses too many system resources to be suitable for MobileDasher, but maybe if the
Context-Tree Weighting algorithm is adjusted to decrease the system resource usage it can still offer
better prediction performance than the PPM-D order 4 language model.
By lowering the maximum depth D of the Context-Tree Weighting model to 5 instead of 6, and by
representing the probabilities in 8 bits instead of 9 (as mentioned in chapter 4) the memory usage of
the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm could be reduced to 8 MB. Another way to decrease the amount
of memory necessary for the model is to prune the tree. Many nodes in the context tree only have a
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single child node. Since such a child node does not contribute to the performance of the algorithm, it
does not need to be stored in memory. However, if during the processing of the input a node with a
single child now needs to create a second child, the first child needs to be created as well. So even
though the first child does not have to be created as long as no second child is needed, it does need
to be remembered by the parent node. (If it was not remembered every child would be considered
the first child, and the tree would never grow.) In Volf [2002] two different methods are described to
be able to reproduce these single child nodes if necessary. In practice not storing single child nodes
can significantly reduce the amount of necessary memory. To cut back on the number of calculations
that have to be performed to predict all alphabet symbols, unlikely symbols can be assigned a fixed
probability, instead of calculating the small probability exactly. Because of the way the probabilities are
assigned to the symbols, as described in paragraph 4.4, this is easy to implement. A threshold can be
set for each bit plane in the decomposition tree, depending on the number of leaves for each branch.
If the total probability interval for a branch in the decomposition tree is below a certain threshold, that
interval can just be split evenly over all child nodes in the branch in the decomposition tree. This way,
the probabilities in the root of the subtrees in that branch do not need to be calculated.

7.2.2 Combining CTW with different algorithms

It is known that some strings such as names or expressions often occur in bursts in text. The Context-
Tree Weighting method does not predict such repetitive strings well. It takes several occurrences of
such a string in the text before the corresponding counts start to influence the predictions made by
the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm. Other compression algorithms such as dictionary compression
methods like the Lempel-Ziv algorithm and the family of PPM algorithms perform much better on such
repetitive strings. This notion has led Volf to combine both CTW and PPM-A, and switch between the
two methods, as described in Volf [2002]. It is possible to maintain two models based on the input, and
switch to the model with the best predictions over the last few symbols (the best local compression),
so this model is used to encode the next symbol. One of the main problems with this approach is
the overhead of having to inform the decoder which model is used to encode each symbol. In his
thesis Volf describes a snake method to overcome this problem. However, in Dasher we only have
to encode the symbols. There is no performance penalty for switching from one language model to
another. As long as the probabilities that are already being used to show symbols on the screen do
not fluctuate too much, Dasher can switch language models as much as it sees fit. Therefore it might
be worthwhile to keep several language models active. Each model can predict every symbol, and
keep a measure of the local compression over the previous x symbols. The model with the best local
compression can be used to calculate the next probabilities. The user will only see the best prediction
for each character, without noticing if and when the language model is switched. This way the strengths
of different language modeling approaches can be combined and the weaknesses of each individual
approach avoided.

7.2.3 Combining models of different languages

The Dasher user has to select the language in which he wants to input text. Based on that selection
the language model trains itself with a training text in the same language. Test show that training with a
text in a different language seriously hurts prediction performance. This implies that the models built for
different languages are different. Of course this makes sense. An interesting question is how different
these models really are. If the structure of the actual model describing two languages is mostly the
same, but only the parameters are different in the nodes of these models, combining the two models
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would decrease the prediction accuracy of both languages. However, if the model structure itself differs,
the two models could be combined without affecting the prediction for each individual language much.
Most likely the reality will be somewhere in between. Some parts of the model structure for each
language will overlap, and some parts will be different. If that is the case, it might still be possible to
combine the models. In the common part of the resulting model structure, i.e. that part where the
actual model of each language has relevant nodes, two probability estimates can be kept, one for each
language. By measuring the prediction performance on the user input of both estimators the algorithm
could detect the language of the user input is, and switch to the correct estimator. Another possibility
more in the vein of the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm is to weight both estimates, thus combining
the two languages in a single model.
Being able to combine several languages in a single model allows the model to be pre-trained. Instead
of shipping a number of training texts with Dasher, the trained model can be hardcoded in the program.
Not having to distribute the training texts allows the Dasher developers to use much more text without
having to worry about sensitive information being spread or copyright infringement. Of course Dasher
could be distributed with pre-trained models for all supported languages, but since a trained model
typically is much larger than a training text file and the number of supported languages is very large,
this is infeasable in practice. Moreover, combining multiple languages in a single model saves the user
the trouble of switching the input language and re-training the model when he wants to input something
in a different language.
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Appendix A

Zero-redundancy estimator

In paragraph 3.3 the zero-redundancy (ZR) estimator has been introduced, and in paragraph 4.1 a
method to perform the CTW algorithm using integers using the KT estimator has been shown. In this
appendix we will show a similar method using the ZR estimator. For convenience sake, we repeat the
definition of the ZR estimator here (A.1).

Pz
e (a,b)

△
=















1
2 Pe(a,b) for a > 0,b > 0,

1
4 + 1

2 Pe(a,b) for a > 0,b = 0,
1
2 Pe(a,b) + 1

4 for a = 0,b > 0, and
1 for a = b = 0,

(A.1)

where Pe(a,b) is the KT estimate of the block probability, as defined in chapter 3.

The conditional probability can be derived from (A.1), using the basic equation (A.2).

Pz
e (0|a,b) =

Pz
e (a + 1,b)

Pz
e (a,b)

, (A.2)

and similarly for Pz
e (1|a,b). For a = 0,b = 0 the conditional probabilities for a zero and a one are both

1
2 . In the case a > 0,b > 0 combining (A.1) and (A.2) simply leads to (A.3).

Pz
e (0|a,b) =

Pz
e (a + 1,b)

Pz
e (a,b)

=
1
2 Pe(a + 1,b)

1
2 Pe(a,b)

=
Pe(a,b)

a+ 1
2

a+b+1

Pe(a,b)

=
a + 1

2

a + b + 1
. (A.3)

In the case one of the counts is zero, the derivation of the conditional probability is less trivial. Consider
the case b = 0 (and a > 0). In this case, combining (A.1) and (A.2) results in (A.4) and (A.5).
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Pz
e (1|0a) =

1
2 Pe(a,1)

1
2 Pe(a,0) + 1

4

=
1
2 Pe(a,0)

1
2

a+1
1
2 Pe(a,0) + 1

4

=
Pe(a,0)

2(a + 1)Pe(a,0) + (a + 1)
, (A.4)

and similarly

Pz
e (0|0a) =

(2a + 1)Pe(a,0) + (a + 1)

2(a + 1)Pe(a,0) + (a + 1)
. (A.5)

Summarizing, the conditional probabilities using the ZR estimator are given in (A.6).

Pz
e (0|a,b)

△
=



















a+ 1
2

a+b+1 for a > 0,b > 0,
(2a+1)Pe(a,0)+(a+1)
2(a+1)Pe(a,0)+(a+1) for a > 0,b = 0,

Pe(0,b)
2(b+1)Pe(0,b)+(b+1) for a = 0,b > 0, and

1
2 for a = b = 0.

(A.6)

The main difference between using the ZR estimator and the KT estimator for the calculations is that
in the case of the KT estimator the updated block probability of the local estimate can be calculated as
(A.7).

Pe(a + 1,b) = Pe(a,b)Pe(0|a,b). (A.7)

With the ZR estimator an equivalent equation does not hold at the point of the transition from a
deterministic situation to the situation where a > 0,b > 0, i.e. when the first a or b in the sequence
occurs:

Pz
e (a + 1,b) 6= Pz

e (a,b)Pz
e (0|a,b). (A.8)

Therefore, the local estimate Pz
e (a + 1,b) will have to be calculated from the KT estimate Pe(a + 1,b)

using (A.1), and similarly for Pz
e (a,b + 1). In each node the KT estimate will need to be updated and

stored, scaled with the respective P0s
w P1s

w .
We want to calculate P0s

w (0|x t−1
1 ) and P0s

w (1|x t−1
1 ). Again assuming that the current symbol x is a

zero, this leads to (A.9) in a similar fashion as in chapter 4, only this time using Pz
e (a + 1,b) instead of

Pe(a + 1,b).
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1 )
. (A.9)
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With the method described above to calculate Pz
e (a + 1,b), we can rewrite (A.9) depending on the

conditions for a and b. First we consider the case where both counts are larger than zero, which leads
to (A.10).

Ps
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0 +γ0s

1 ) + P0s
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a > 0,b > 0, (A.10)

and similarly for Ps
w (1|x t−1

1 ). Just like in chapter 4, again the numerators of the equations for Ps
w (0|x t−1

1 )
and Ps

w (1|x t−1
1 ) are identical, resulting in (A.11) and (A.12) to calculate γs
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1 )γ0s
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In the case one of the counts, say b, is zero combining (A.1) and (A.9) leads to (A.13) and (A.14).
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(A.13)

and in a similar fashion we obtain

Ps
w (1|x t−1

1 ) =
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In this case the calculation of Ps
w (1|x t−1

1 ) is different from that Ps
w (0|x t−1

1 ), because the block probability
Pz

e (a,b+1) is used, making b 6= 0 which results in (A.14). The numerator of both conditional probabilities
is again equal, so (A.15) and (A.16) hold.

γs
0 = (Pe(a,b)(2a + 1) + (a + b + 1))(γ0s

0 +γ0s
1 ) + 4(a + b + 1)P0s
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1 )P1s
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γs
1 = Pe(a,b)(2b + 1)(γ0s

0 +γ0s
1 ) + 4(a + b + 1)P0s

w (x t−1
1 )P1s

w (x t−1
1 )γ0s

1 . (A.16)

In a similar way equations for the case where a = 0 can be derived. The case where a = 0,b = 0 is
trivial, in that case γs

0 = γs
1 = 1

2 . As mentioned, even if the ZR estimator is used, in the nodes the KT
estimate is saved, scaled with P0s

w (x t−1
1 )P1s

w (x t−1
1 ) in the same way as described in chapter 4.
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In the leaves of the tree the γss are proportional with the conditional probabilities, the numerators
of (A.6). To be able to calculate these numerators, in the case one of the counts is zero the block
probability Pe(a,0) or Pe(0,b) is needed. In the leaves, no block probability is saved. However, since
the counts a and b are bounded to 255, and since Pe(x ,0) = Pe(0,x) a table with 255 pre-computed
block probabilities is sufficient to calculate the γss.
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